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Introduction

In this thesis two different generalizations of Davis-Januszkiewicz
spaces are presented. The aim was not to generalize for the sake of
abstractness, or because “it was possible” to do so. Quite the con-
trary, abstracting in different directions certain interesting properties
of Davis-Januskiewicz spaces made it possible to concisely solve two
distinct problems in combinatorial commutative algebra and alge-
braic topology.

The material presented in this thesis is historically rooted in the
the topological study of toric varieties. Toric varieties started playing
an important role in algebraic geometry at beginning of the 1970’s;
with the development of their theory came the progressive realiza-
tion that they possess an intrinsic combinatorial structure. Since then
the theory of toric varieties is characterized by a deep interplay be-
tween algebra, geometry, combinatorics and topology. Nowadays
there are many elegant applications in areas as physics, coding the-
ory, statistics and geometric modeling.

In the early nineties, Mike Davis and Tadeusz Januskiewicz ([15])
showed that many of the properties of toric varieties are essentially
topological in nature, thus opening a whole new subject which is
now sometimes referred to as toric topology ([9], [10]). In their study,
Davis-Januskiewicz spaces play a central role as “universal spaces”
that embody some of the topological properties of toric varieties,
and from which informations about their combinatorial and alge-
braic structure can be deduced. An illuminating example is pro-
vided by Stanley-Reisner rings. Without going too much into the
details of the construction, let us give an outline with some degree
of mathematical correctness. Let P be simple polytope, e.g. a 2-
dimensional polygon. To P one can associate three distinct objects
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2 INTRODUCTION

in a canonical way: its toric variety MpPq (a smooth algebraic va-
riety), its Davis-Januskiewicz space DJpPq (an infinite-dimensional
topological space) and its Stanley-Reisner ring SRpPq (a commuta-
tive ring). The cohomology ring of DJpPq turns out to be isomorphic
to SRpPq and a certain quotient of SRpPq, dependent on the combi-
natorics of P, turns out to be isomorphic to the cohomology ring of
MpPq

Aside from being a combinatorial invariant of the simplicial com-
plex it arises from, the Stanley-Reisner ring of a simplicial complex
has a number of properties that makes it tractable from an algebraic
(and computational) point of view. For example, it is a quotient of a
polynomial algebra by a squarefree monomial ideal, i.e. an ideal gener-
ated by squarefree monomials. Monomial ideals have many charac-
teristics that make them easier to handle than arbitrary ideals, think
for example of the theory of Gröbner bases. The study of Stanley-
Reisner rings is especially important in light of the fact that every
quotient of a polynomial algebra by a squarefree monomial ideal is
actually the Stanley-Reisner ideal of some simplicial complex. What
happens in the case of an arbitrary monomial ideal? Can one think of
similar combinatorial or topological techniques to study them? Part
of this thesis is motivated exactly by these questions. The answer is
yes, and one of the main results presented here is that one can see
monomial rings as algebraic invariants of simplicial multicomplexes,
generalizations of simplicial complexes. It is furthermore proved
that to every simplicial multicomplex one can associate a generalized
Davis-Januszkiewicz space whose cohomology ring is isomorphic to
the generalized Stanley-Reisner ring. The relation between “classi-
cal” and “generalized” Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces is not just one
of method: in this thesis is also derived a strong topological connec-
tion (by means of a homotopy fibration) between these two kinds of
spaces.

Another interesting feature of Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces is the
availability of various topological techniques to construct them. They
can be thought as equivariant orbit spaces or Borel constructions;
they can be interpreted as homotopy colimits over a certain poset
category; they can be constructed as cellular complexes, in a combi-
natorial fashion, by putting together cells corresponding to faces of
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a simplicial complex. This last method is actually a special example
of a more general (and with a history going back to Coxeter in the
1930’s) construction called the moment-angle complex. Specifically, a
Davis-Januszkiewicz space is the moment-angle complex over CP8,
the infinite complex projective space, or over RP8, the infinite real
projective space. Noting that CP8 is the classifying space BS1 of
the circle group, and that RP8 is the classifying space BZ2 of the
group of mod-2 integers shows that a natural extension is to con-
sider moment-angle complexes over arbitrary classifying spaces BG,
for G a topological group. In this thesis we call these generalized
Davis-Januszkiewicz space GDJ-spaces.

The natural motivation for the study of GDJ-spaces comes again
from the theory of toric varieties. Starting from the original work of
Davis and Januszkiewicz, one can show that every real toric variety,
meaning the real part of a complex projective smooth toric variety,
is up to homotopy a regular abelian covering space of a GDJ-space.
This simple, but powerful in its implications, fact motivates the study
in this work of GDJ-spaces and their applications.

Another angle on GDJ-spaces is provided by a striking property
shared by a certain class of moment-angle complexes: under certain
conditions they are Kpπ, 1q-spaces, that is, their only non-trivial ho-
motopy group is the first one. Their cohomology groups with local
coefficients are then the cohomology groups with local coefficients of
their fundamental groups. The fundamental group of a GDJ-space is
a graph group, an object studied by algebraists for independent rea-
sons and the techniques presented in this thesis can be used to com-
pute its cohomology and that of all its abelian quotients.

Outline and main results

As discussed in the previous section, this thesis deals with two
different generalizations of Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces; for the sake
of clarity, the original construction of [15] will be called from now on
the classical Davis-Januskiewicz space.

Part I: Preliminaries. In Part I we introduce the objects that will
be needed throughout the rest of the thesis and review or develop
the theory behind them.



4 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter I we introduce the notion of a simplicial multicomplex
(called simply a multicomplex), a combinatorial object that general-
izes a simplicial complex, and study some of its properties. In partic-
ular, we show how to associate to any multicomplex a commutative
ring which encodes its algebraic properties and plays the same role
as Stanley-Reisner rings in the theory of simplicial complexes.

In Chapter II we review some equivariant homotopy and homol-
ogy theory and prove some basic results that are used in Chapter IV
to study GDJ-spaces.

In Chapter III we review the construction and properties of moment-
angle complexes and diagrams of spaces and derive some prelimi-
nary results that will be used in Chapters IV and V to study GDJ-
spaces and Davis-Januskiewicz spaces of multicomplexes.

Part II: Generalized Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces. Part II carries
most of the novel results and forms the core of this work.

In Chapter IV we develop the theory of GDJ-spaces and their regu-
lar abelian covers. The first main result of this thesis, Theorem IV.2.7
appears here. It states that the cohomology of an abelian covering
space of the GDJ-space associated to a simplicial complex K is deter-
mined combinatorially by certain subcomplexes of K. The formula is
explicit: its ramifications are explored in Part III.

Chapter V begins by showing how to associate to a multicomplex
a Davis-Januskiewicz space and.This is done by constructing a col-
imit over the category of multisimplices of the multicomplex, similar
in the way a classical Davis-Januszkiewicz space can be seen as a
colimit over the faces of a simplicial complex.

The first main result of this chapter is Theorem V.1.6, which states
that the cohomology ring of the Davis-Januszkiewicz space of a mul-
ticomplex K is isomorphic to the Stanley-Reisner ring of K. The sec-
ond main result is Theorem V.2.3, which states that Davis-Januszkiewicz
spaces can be obtained as homotopy fibers of a certain map from
a classical Davis-Januszkiewicz space to the classifying space of a
torus. This reflects topologically a well-known algebraic construc-
tion called polarization.

Part III: Further applications. Part III deals with applications of
the theory of GDJ-spaces to the study of real toric varieties, one of
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the topics that motivates the introduction of GDJ-spaces in the first
place.

In Chapter VI we review some basic constructions in toric topol-
ogy and translate the results of Chapter IV to this setting. In par-
ticular it is proven how to identify up to homotopy real quasi-toric
varieties with regular abelian covers of GDJ-spaces.

Chapter VII is concerned with real toric varieties of small dimen-
sion and how to study them using the methods developed in Chapter
IV and VI. In particular we compute the integral cohomology groups
of all real toric varieties over the regular dodecahedron.

A note on publications

Most of the material regarding Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces ap-
pears in the published article [44]. Similarly, most of the material
regarding GDJ-spaces appears in the article [43] in preparation to-
gether with Alexandru I. Suciu, to whom I am greatly indebted, both
personally and mathematically.





Part 1

Preliminaries





CHAPTER I

Multicomplexes and Stanley–Reisner rings

I.1. Multicomplexes

We introduce the definition of a multicomplex. This is inspired by
[11] but the treatment is substantially different. A simplicial complex
K on the vertex set rms � t1, . . . , mu is a collection of subsets of rms
such that whenever σ P K and τ � σ, then also τ P K. We can also
think of K as a collection of elements of t0, 1um such that whenever
σ P K and τ ¤ σ, then also τ P K. The order on the two-element set
t0, 1u is just 0   1 and the order on t0, 1um is the standard Cartesian
partial order. Suppose K is a simplicial complex in the first sense,
then a simplex σ corresponds to the element pσ1, . . . , σmq given by

σi �

#
1 if i P σ,

0 if i R σ.

In other words, pσi, . . . , σmq consists of the values of the characteristic
function of σ as a subset of rms. In the opposite direction, by taking
the support of an m-tuple pσ1, . . . , σmq P t0, 1um we obtain σ � ti P
rms | σi � 0u. For example, the boundary B∆2 of the 2-simplex is
represented in the first sense by the set 

H, t1u, t2u, t3u, t1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3u
(

and in the second sense by the set 
p0, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 1q, p1, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 1q, p0, 1, 1q

(
.

Using a slight different notation, we could replace 1 with the sym-
bol 8. We represent then a simplicial complex by a set of elements
of t0,8u. We can define a generalization of this classical concept by

9



10 I. MULTICOMPLEXES AND STANLEY–REISNER RINGS

considering collections of elements of Nm
8 with the analogous prop-

erty of a simplicial complex and satisfying an additional “bounded-
ness” condition. Here N8 � NY t8u � t0, 1, 2, . . . 8u with i   8
for each i P N and Nm

8 is endowed with the structure of partially
ordered set given by the standard Cartesian order. A chain in K is
a totally ordered subset L of K. Since 8 is larger than every natu-
ral number, every chain L has a least upper bound in Nm

8, i.e. an
element suppLq P Nm

8, possibly 8, such that suppLq ¥ τ for every
τ P L.

DEFINITION I.1.1. A multicomplex K on rms is a subset of Nm
8

such that
(1) If σ P K and τ ¤ σ, then also τ P K;
(2) Any chain L in K has an upper bound in K, i.e. suppLq P K.

The elements of Nm
8 are called multisimplices. A subcomplex of K is

any subset of K which is also a multicomplex in its own right.

For any multisimplex σ, we denote by σi its i-th coordinate in Nm
8.

REMARK I.1.2. The poset Nm
8 can be endowed with the structure

of a meet-semilattice via coordinatewise minimum of multisimplices.
More precisely, if S is a (not necessarily finite) subset of Nm

8, then its
meet ^S is the element whose i-th coordinate is given by mintτi | τ P
Su. If S � tσ1, . . . , σnu we write ^S � σ1 X � � � X σn and call it the
intersection of σ1, . . . , σn.

Since σ1 X � � � X σn ¤ σi for 1 ¤ i ¤ n, condition (1.) of Definition
I.1.1 says that a multicomplex is actually a sub-semilattice of Nm

8.

The maximal elements in a multicomplex K considered as a poset
are called its maximal multisimplices. The following lemma states that
every multicomplex is determined by its maximal multisimplices.
We use the notation xµ1, . . . , µsy to denote the multicomplex deter-
mined by the simplices µ1, . . . , µs. In detail, we have that xµ1, . . . , µsy �
tσ P Nm

8 | σ ¤ µi for some i, 1 ¤ i ¤ su. The multicomplex xσy gener-
ated by a single multisimplex σ is denoted by ∆pσq or just ∆σ.

In principle a multicomplex could have an infinite number of
maximal multisimplices. The next proposition shows that this can-
not happen.
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FIGURE 1. The multicomplex in N2
8 generated by

p8, 1q and p1, 3q.

PROPOSITION I.1.3. Every multicomplex has a finite number of maxi-
mal multisimplices.

We prove Proposition I.1.3 with the help of the following lemma.

LEMMA I.1.4. Every infinite sequence of elements of Nm
8, with m ¥ 1,

admits a non-decreasing infinite subsequence.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on the number of coordinates
m. Suppose first that m � 1. Let S � psnqn¥1 be an infinite sequence
in N8. If S is not bounded above we define a subsequence by setting
n1 � 1 and then, assuming ni has been chosen, setting ni�1 to be
the least index of S such that ni   ni�1 and sni   sni�1 . Such index
can always be chosen, otherwise S would be bounded above. The
subsequence psniqi¥1 is clearly strictly increasing as required.

Suppose now S has an upper bound different from 8. It follows
that only finitely many different elements of N8 appear in the se-
quence and therefore that one of them must occur infinitely many
times. This gives the required constant sequence.

If S has8 as upper bound and infinitely many terms equal8, the
subsequence given by such terms is infinite and constant. Finally, if
there are only finitely many terms equal to 8 we can discard them
to obtain a subsequence which falls in one the first two cases. The
resulting subsequence will also be a subsequence of the original one.
This concludes the proof of the base step of the induction.

Suppose now the proposition holds for m� 1 and let S � psnqn¥1
be an infinite sequence of elements of Nm

8. By considering only the
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first m � 1 coordinates of the sn we obtain, applying the induction
hypothesis, a non-decreasing infinite subsequence indexed by the
integers n1   n2   � � � . Consider the corresponding subsequence
S1 � psniqi¥1 of S and take the sequence given by the last coordinate
of each sni . By induction we can again find an infinite non-decreasing
subsequence, indexed by integers p1   p2   � � � to obtain a subse-
quence pspjqj¥1 of S1 and hence of S which, by construction, is infinite
and non-decreasing. �

COROLLARY I.1.5. Let µ1, . . . , µs be the maximal multisimplices of a
multicomplex K. Then K � xµ1, . . . , µsy.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION I.1.3. Any two maximal multisimplices
have to be incomparable, but the previous lemma states that any infi-
nite sequence of elements of Nm

8 admits at least two (in fact infinitely
many) comparable ones. �

REMARK I.1.6. Even though a regular simplicial complex is not
directly a multicomplex, there is a canonical way to embed it into
one. Let indeed K be an abstract simplicial complex, represented by
a set of subsets of rms � t1, . . . , mu. Let F � rms be a face of K, then
we assign a multisimplex σpFq given by

σpFqi �

#
8 if i P F,
0 otherwise.

The multicomplex xσpFq | F maximal face of Ky corresponds uniquely
to K.

Conversely, let K be a multicomplex on m vertices whose maxi-
mal multisimplices have only 8’s and 0’s as coordinates. We assign
to each maximal multisimplex µ of K the subset Fpµq � ti P m | µi �
8u of rms. In this way, the multicomplex K corresponds uniquely to
the simplicial complex xFpµq | µ maximal face of Ky.

DEFINITION I.1.7. Let K be a multicomplex on m vertices. Its ν-
vector νpKq is the m-tuple with i-th coordinate νpKqi � maxtσi | σ P
K, σi � 8u, or νpKqi � 0 if such maximum does not exist.

DEFINITION I.1.8. An m-tuple τ in Nm
8 is said to be a non-multisimplex

of K if it does not belong to K. A non-multisimplex τ of K is said to
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be a missing face if all the σ P Nm
8 with σ ¤ τ belong to K. In other

words, a missing face is a minimal non-multisimplex.

REMARK I.1.9. By the second defining condition of a multicom-
plex, a multisimplex containing 8 in one of its coordinates can never
be a missing face.

If K and K1 are multicomplexes, we define their union and inter-
section to be the corresponding set-theoretic union and intersection.
By condition (1.) of Definition I.1.1, the intersection KXK1 can be
written as KXK1 � tσ X σ1 | σ P K, σ P K1u, where intersection is
coordinatewise minimum, the meet operation of K as a semilattice,
as described in Remark I.1.2.

It is obvious that KYK1 is again a multicomplex and that for KX
K1 the first defining condition of a multicomplex is clearly satisfied.
For the boundedness condition, suppose L is a chain in KXK1, then
L has an upper bound σK in K and an upper bound σK1 in K1. They
might be different, but σK X σK1 belongs to both K and K1 and is still
an upper bound for L, so that KXK1 really is a multicomplex.

Suppose now K is a multicomplex on rms. The set of all possible
intersections of its maximal multisimplices forms a partially ordered
set with respect to the induced order. This is called the intersection
poset of K and is denoted by LpKq.

REMARK I.1.10. If K represents a regular simplicial complex K
(i.e. if all the coordinates of its maximal multisimplices are either 0
or 8), then the intersection poset of K is the face poset of K.

REMARK I.1.11. The intersection poset of a multicomplex is finite
by Proposition I.1.3. Moreover, it is a sub-semilattice of K, since it
contains by construction all possible intersections of elements of K.

LEMMA I.1.12. For any multisimplex σ there exists a unique element
ipσq of LpKq with ipσq ¥ σ which is minimal with respect to the induced
partial order on LpKq.

PROOF. As LpKq contains the maximal multisimplices of K, the
required ipσq always exists. Moreover, if there were two incompa-
rable elements ipσq and i1pσq, with ipσq ¥ σ, i1pσq ¥ σ, minimal in
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FIGURE 2. The multicomplex xp0, 4q, p3, 3q, p8, 1qy. The
elements of its intersection semilattice are circled.

the set of elements with such property, we would have that their in-
tersection too satisfies ipσq X i1pσq ¥ σ. This would contradict their
minimality, as ipσq X i1pσq is smaller than both ipσq and i1pσq. �

The previous lemma has a very important consequence, since it
implies that our main object of study, the Davis-Januszkiewicz space
introduced in the next section, can be obtained as a colimit indexed
over the finite poset LpKq instead that over the possibly infinite face
poset of K.

DEFINITION I.1.13. Let K be a multicomplex on rms and k a com-
mutative ring with unity. The Stanley–Reisner ring or face ring of
K is the quotient SRpKq � krv1, . . . , vms{IK of the polynomial ring
krv1, . . . , vms on m generators of degree 2 by the ideal

IK � pvσ | σ is a missing face of Kq,

where vσ � vσ1
1 vσ2

2 � � � vσm
m for σ � pσ1, . . . , σmq. When σi � 0, the

corresponding variable vi does not appear. The ideal IK is called the
Stanley–Reisner ideal of K.

Note that the Stanley–Reisner ideal is well-defined as a conse-
quence of Remark I.1.9.

REMARK I.1.14. If τ is a non-multisimplex of K, there exists a
missing face σ such that σ ¤ τ. The corresponding monomial xσ

divides xτ and therefore xτ belongs to the Stanley–Reisner ideal of
K. This means that IK contains all the monomials corresponding to
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non-multisimplices of K. In particular, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between monomial ideals in the polynomial ring on m
variables and multicomplexes on m vertices.

LEMMA I.1.15. Let K and L be two multicomplexes on rms, then

IK � IL � IKXL, IK X IL � IKYL.

PROOF. Let xσ P IK � IL be a monomial. Since IK � IL is a mono-
mial ideal, xσ belongs to it if and only if either xσ P IK or xσ P
IL, which by Remark I.1.14 is equivalent to σ being either a non-
multisimplex of K or of L, i.e. a non-multisimplex of KXL.

For the second statement, xσ P IK X IL if and only if xσ P IK and
xσ P IL, which by Remark I.1.14 is equivalent to σ being both a non-
multisimplex of K and of L, i.e. a non-multisimplex of KYL. �

I.2. Polarization

Unlike the Stanley–Reisner ring of a regular simplicial complex,
the Stanley–Reisner ring of a multicomplex needs not be squarefree.
Nonetheless, there is a canonical way to obtain a squarefree mono-
mial ideal out of an arbitrary one, known as polarization. In this sec-
tion we introduce a slight generalization of this concept, suitable for
the treatment of generalized Davis-Januszkiewicz space. For a refer-
ence on Stanley–Reisner and monomial rings the reader can consult,
among others, [32] and [45]. Throughout this section we assume that
the base ring k is a field.

Suppose I is a monomial ideal in R � krx1, . . . , kns. For each vari-
able xi, denote by pi the maximum exponent such that xpi

i divides
at least one of the minimal generators. Fix an m-tuple of integers
v � pv1, . . . , vmq such that vi ¥ pi, 1 ¤ i ¤ m and set |v| �

°n
i�1 vi. We

define the v-polarization of R to be the polynomial ring

Rpol
v � krx11, x12, . . . , x1v1 , . . . , xn1, . . . , xnvns

on v new variables. If some power xs
i divides one of the minimal gen-

erators of I, then s ¤ pi and we set its polarization to be the mono-
mial xi1xi2 � � � xis of Rpol. Accordingly, the polarization of a generator
xs1

1 � � � xsn
n of I is defined to be the product of the polarization of the

powers xsi
i and is thus itself a monomial in Rpol which is obviously
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squarefree. The v-polarization Ipol
v of I is finally the ideal of Rpol gen-

erated by the polarization of the minimal generators of I.

EXAMPLE I.2.1. Let I be the ideal px2
1, x1x2q in krx1, x2s, then p1 �

2, p2 � 1 so that Rpol
p2,1q � krx11, x12, x21s. The polarized ideal Ipol

p2,1q is
generated by the monomials x11x12 and x11x21.

There is an obvious map Rpol
v Ñ R, sending a variable xij to xi,

which induces a homomorphism on the quotient rings Rpol
v {Ipol

v Ñ

R{I. Its kernel is the ideal pIpol
v � Lq{Ipol

v , where L is generated by the
differences
(1)
x11 � x12, x12 � x13, . . . , x1v1�1 � x1v1 , . . . , xn1 � xn2, . . . , xnvn�1 � xnvn .

This gives at once an isomorphism between R{I and Rpol
v {pIpol

v � Lq.
One of the most interesting features of polarization is that such dif-
ferences form a regular sequence in Rpol

v {Ipol
v and thus the homolog-

ical properties of R{I are preserved, e.g. R{I is Cohen-Macaulay, re-
spectively Gorenstein, Golod, complete intersection if and only if the
polarized quotient is (see [20]).

DEFINITION I.2.2. Let K be a multicomplex with Stanley–Reisner
ideal IK. The multicomplex K

pol
v defined by the polarized ideal I

K
pol
v

is called the v-polarization of K.

Let νpKq � pν1, . . . , νmq be the ν-vector of a multicomplex K on m
vertices. By definition of ν-vector, the pν1�1, . . . , νm�1q-polarization
of K is well defined and we call it simply the polarization Kpol of K.

REMARK I.2.3. Since a polarized Stanley–Reisner ideal is square-
free, the multicomplex determined by it corresponds to a regular
simplicial complex.

The following remark is elementary, but is a key step in studying
the cohomology structure of Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces in Section
V.1.

REMARK I.2.4. Let K1 and K2 be two multicomplexes on m ver-
tices and let K � K1 YK2 with ν-vector νpKq � ν. Then for any
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m-tuple v � pv1, . . . , vmq with vi ¥ νi � 1, 1 ¤ i ¤ m we have that
K

pol
v � K

pol
v � pK1q

pol
v YpK2q

pol
v and pK1 XK2q

pol
v � pK1q

pol
v XpK2q

pol
v .

Even though we do not need it in the rest of this paper, it is in-
teresting to note that we can describe the maximal multisimplices of
K

pol
v directly in terms of the maximal multisimplices of K, that is, we

can give a direct combinatorial description of polarization.
We introduce an operation on sets of simplices. Applying this

operation to the set of maximal multisimplices of a multicomplex we
obtain a set of generators for Kpol

v .
Let σ � pσ1, . . . , σmq be a multisimplex of rms. Let i, j be integers

such that 1 ¤ i ¤ m, 0 ¤ j ¤ σi. Let w be an integer such that w ¥ σi
if σi is finite or w ¥ 0 if σi � 8. We define a multisimplex si,j,wpσq on
m�w vertices as follows

( σ1, . . . σi�1, 8, . . . 8, 0, 8, . . . 8, σi�1, . . . σm).
Ò Ò

i� j i�w� 1
If i, w are as above, we also define si,w � tsi,j,wpσq | 0 ¤ j ¤ σiu.
More generally, we define si,wpΣq �

�
σPΣ si,wpσq where Σ is a set of

simplices such that for each σ P Σ then w ¥ σi whenever σi � 8,.
Let now K be a multicomplex on m vertices with ν-vector νpKq �

pν1, . . . , νmq and let v � pv1, . . . , vmq be an m-tuple such that vi ¥
νi, 1 ¤ i ¤ m. We can apply to σ P K the s-operation described above
m times to obtain

(2) spσq � sm�v1�����vm�1,vmp� � � ps3�v1�v2,v3ps2�v1,v2ps1,v1pσqqq � � � q.

REMARK I.2.5. If σ is a multisimplex on m vertices, the set spσq
contains by construction simplices on m � v1 � � � � � vm vertices, so
we can re-index the vertices of simplices of spσq by assigning the la-
bels p1, 1q, . . . , p1, v1q to the first v1 � 1, the labels p2, 1q, . . . , p2, v2q to
the following v2 � 1 vertices and so on. With this labeling in mind,
it is elementary but lengthy to check that Kpol

v is generated by all the
simplices in spµq, as µ varies among the maximal faces of K.

EXAMPLE I.2.6. Let K be the multicomplex on two vertices with
maximal multisimplices p1, 0q and p0,8q. We see that the missing
faces are given by p2, 0q and p1, 1q, so that the Stanley–Reisner ring of
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K is krx1, x2s{px2
1, x1x2q, as in Example I.2.1. The algebraic polariza-

tion is then the ring

(3) krx11, x12, x21s{px11x12, x11x21q.

The multicomplex corresponding to the ring (3) has t11, 12, 21u as
vertex set and missing faces p1, 1, 0q and p1, 0, 1q, so that

Kpol � xp0,8, 0q, p8, 0, 0q, p0,8,8qyq.

By Remark I.2.5 we can describe Kpol directly as xsp1, 0q, sp0,8qy. The
ν-vector is νpKq � p1, 0q, so by (2) we have

sp1, 0q � s3,0ps1,1p1, 0qq � s3,0ptp0,8, 0q, p8, 0, 0quq �
� tp0,8, 0q, p8, 0, 0qu

and

sp0,8q � s3,0ps1,1p0,8qq � s3,0ptp0,8,8quq � tp0,8,8qu.

REMARK I.2.7. The v-polarization of a simplicial complex carries
essentially just the same information as the polarization. It is mainly
a technical tool to deal with the polarization of sub-multicomplexes
of larger multicomplexes, as in the proof of Theorem V.2.3.

Let K be a multicomplex on m vertices with ν-vector νpKq � ν.
It is easy to check, either from the algebraic definition or from the
construction described above, that there is a bijection between the
intersection posets of Kpol and of K

pol
v . The map sends a simplex

σ P LpKpolq, which has |ν| �m coordinates, to a simplex σv P LpKpol
v q

obtained by filling in the remaining |v| � |ν| �m coordinates with 8.
Let us illustrate this fact with a simple example. Set K � xp1qy �

t0, 1u, the multicomplex on 1 vertex generated by p1q. It has νpKq �

p1q, so its polarization is Kpol � xp8, 0q, p0,8qy. Now, if v � p4q, for
n ¡ 1, the v-polarization is K

pol
v � xp8, 0,8,8q, p0,8,8,8q. Then

the corresponding intersection posets are

LpKpolq � tp8, 0q, p0,8q, p0, 0qu,

LpKpol
v q � tp8, 0,8,8q, p0,8,8,8q, p0, 0,8,8qu.
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Algebraically, we see that the Stanley–Reisner rings are

SRpKpolq � krx11, x12s{px11x12q,

SRpKpol
v q � krx11, x12, x13, x14s{px11x12q.





CHAPTER II

Equivariant chain complexes and regular abelian
covers

II.1. Equivariant chain complex and regular abelian covers

We start with some generalities on homology and cohomology
with twisted coefficients, with applications to regular abelian covers.

II.1.1. Equivariant chain complex. Let X be a connected, finite-
type CW-complex, with basepoint x0 as its unique 0-cell, and let rX be
the universal cover of X, with basepoint a fixed lift x̃0 of x0. Denote
by π � π1pX, x0q the fundamental group of X, based at x0, and by
Zπ the integral group ring of π.

The CW-structure on X lifts to a CW-structure on rX. Let CprXq be
the corresponding (augmented) cellular chain complex,

� � � // C2prXq B2 // C1prXq B1 // C0prXq ε // Z // 0 .

The chain groups, CqprXq, are free (right) Zπ-modules, with basis the
lifts of the q-cells of X at x̃0, while the boundary maps, Bq, are Zπ-
linear. Moreover, there is a canonical isomorphism CqprXq � CqpXq b
Zπ.

EXAMPLE II.1.1. Let X � Tm be the m-dimensional torus, with
universal cover rTm � Rm. The fundamental group of the torus is
π � Zm, and we can identify the group ring Zπ with the ring of
Laurent polynomials in the indeterminates t1, . . . , tm. Then CprTmq is

the Koszul complex: the q-chains are CqprTmq � pZπqp
m
qq, while the q-

th boundary map sends the basis element ei1 � � � eiq to
°q

j�1p�1qjptj �

1qei1 � � � peij � � � eiq .

21
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II.1.2. Homology with twisted coefficients. If M is a (left) Zπ-
module, the homology of X with coefficients in M is defined as the
homology of the chain complex

CpX; Mq � CprXq bZπ M.

The cohomology with coefficients in M is defined similarly as the
cohomology of the cochain complex CpX; Mq � HomZπpCpXq; Mq.
Notice that if M is as a trivial Zπ-module, then CpX; Mq is just the
ordinary chain complex of X with coefficients in the abelian group
M. Furthermore, if M is Zπ viewed as a module over itself via its
ring structure, then CpX; Mq is simply the equivariant chain com-
plex of X.

Let now A be subcomplex of X, with the same basepoint x0. We
say A is a retract of X if there is there is a map r : X Ñ A such that
the composite of r with the inclusion i : A ãÑ X is the identity of A.
If the retraction r can be chosen to preserve cell structures, we say A
is a cellular retract of X.

If M is Zπ1pX, x0q-module, we can also view M as a Zπ1pA, x0q-
module, by restriction of scalars via the inclusion-induced morphism
Zπ1pA, x0q Ñ Zπ1pX, x0q. With a slight abuse of notation, we denote
by the same symbol both modules.

LEMMA II.1.2. Suppose A is a cellular retract of X. Then for every
Zπ1pX, x0q-module M there is an induced chain retraction of Z-modules,
ρ : CpX; Mq Ñ CpA; Mq.

PROOF. Let i : A ãÑ X be the inclusion, and r : X Ñ A the given
retraction. Identify

CpA; Mq �
�
CpAq bZπ1pA, x0q

�
bZπ1pA,x0q M,

CpX; Mq �
�
CpXq bZπ1pX, x0q

�
bZπ1pX,x0q M.

This allows us to define chain maps ι � i� b i7 b idM and ρ � r� b
r7 b idM between the above chain complexes. Since r � ι � idA, by
functorialty we also have that r� � i� and r7 � i7 are identity maps.
Thus, ρ and ι compose to the identity as well, giving the desired re-
traction. �
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II.1.3. Regular covers. Consider now a (connected) regular cover
p : Y Ñ X, with group of deck transformations Γ. Fixing a lift y0 of
the basepoint x0 P X, we obtain a short exact sequence

(4) 1 // π1pY, y0q
p7 // π

ν // Γ // 1 .

Conversely, given an epimorphism ν : π � Γ, there is a con-
nected, regular cover Xν of X (unique up to equivalence of covers)
with π1pXνq � kerpνq. In particular, our cover Y Ñ X is equivalent
to Xν Ñ X, where ν is the classifying homorphism given by (4).

The group π acts on Γ via x � g � νpxqg; thus, we may view the
group ring ZΓ as a (left) Zπ-module. More generally, if k is any
commutative ring with unity, we may view kΓ in a natural way as
a Zπ-module. Let CqpXν; kq be the group of cellular q-chains on the
cover Xν, with coefficients in k. We then have natural isomorphisms

(5) CqpXν;kq � CqpX;kΓq � CqprXq bZπ kΓ.

Similarly, we may identify the group of cellular q-cochains on Xν

as

(6) CqpXν; kq � CqpX; kΓq � HomZπpCqprXq, kΓq.

Now suppose Γ is a finite group, and k is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero. In this case the module kΓ, viewed as the
regular k-representation of Γ, decomposes as a sum of irreducible
representations,

(7) kΓ �
à

ρ

à
dimpρq

Wρ,

where ρ runs through the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible
k-representations of Γ, and each irreducible representation Wρ occurs
with multiplicity given by the dimension of ρ. Accordingly, (5) de-
composes, as a Zπ-module, to give

(8) CqpXν;kq �
à

ρ

à
dimpρq

CqpX; Wρ�νq,

where Wρ�ν denotes the Zπ-module obtained from the ZΓ-module
Wρ by restriction of scalars, via the morphism ν : Zπ Ñ ZΓ.
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Now suppose that the group of deck transformations Γ is abelian.
In this case, the homomorphism ν : π Ñ Γ specifying the cover Xν Ñ

X factors through the abelianization map, ab : π Ñ πab, giving a
commutative diagram

(9) 1 // π1pXνq // π
ν //

ab
��

Γ // 1

πab
χ

??

This means that the cover Xν Ñ X can also be specified by the epi-
morphism χ : πab Ñ Γ. As a consequence, every regular abelian
cover of X is itself covered by Xab, the maximal abelian cover corre-
sponding to the abelianization map.

II.1.4. Finite, regular abelian covers. From now on we will as-
sume Xν Ñ X is a connected, regular cover, with group of deck
transformations a finite, abelian group Γ, and the ground field k is
algebraically closed and of characteristic 0.

In this case, each irreducible k-representation of Γ is a character,
that is, a multiplicative homomorphism Γ Ñ k� to the group of units
of k. Hence, the irreducible kΓ-modules from (7) are simply copies
of k. Following the above notation, for a character ρ : Γ Ñ k� we
denote the corresponding kΓ-module by kρ.

The decomposition from (8) reduces to

(10) CqpXν; kq �
à

ρPHompΓ,k�q
CqpX;kρ�νq,

where kρ�ν denotes the field k, viewed as a Zπ-module via the char-
acter ρ � ν : π Ñ k�.

We also have a decomposition at the cochain level,

(11) CqpXν; kq �
à

ρPHompΓ,k�q
CqpX;kρ�νq.

II.2. Classifying spaces

II.2.1. The Milgram–Steenrod construction. A construction due
to Milgram [31] and Steenrod [41] associates to every topological
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group G a classifying space BG, unique up to (weak) homotopy equiv-
alence, and a principal G-bundle, EG Ñ BG, with EG contractible.
Moreover, when G is abelian, then EG is a topological group.

A nice description of this construction is given by Dobrinskaya in
[18]. Briefly, let pM, M0q be a pair consisting of a connected manifold
M (possibly with boundary) and a submanifold M0. Define the con-
figuration space of particles in pM, M0q with labels in a well-pointed
space pX, x0q as

(12) ConfpM, M0; Xq �
º
n¥1

FpM, nq �Sn Xn{�,

where FpM, nq � tpm1, . . . , mnq P Mn | mi � mj for i � ju is the usual
(ordered) configuration space of M, and where pm1, . . . , mnq�Sn px1, . . . , xnq
is declared to be equivalent to pm1, . . . , xmi, . . . , mnq�Sn�1 px1, . . . , pxi, . . . , xnq
whenever xi � x0 or mi P M0.

For a topological group G, set EG � Confpr0, 1s, t1u; Gq. An ele-
ment g P G acts on EG by left-multiplication of the label of the parti-
cle located at 0. The quotient space of this action is BG � Confpr0, 1s, t0, 1u; Gq.
As noted in [18], the projection map EG Ñ BG is a universal princi-
pal G-bundle, and the space BG is the Milgram–Steenrod realization
of the classifying space of G.

A basic property of the above construction is that it commutes
with direct products. Namely, if G and H are two topological groups,
there is a G-equivariant homeomorphism

(13) EpG� Hq � EG� EH,

which of course descends to a homeomorphism BpG � Hq � BG �
BH.

Particularly simple is the situation when G is a discrete group,
in which case BG is an Eilenberg–MacLane KpG, 1q-space, and EG ��BG is its universal cover. Thus, the equivariant chain complex of the
classifying space for G is simply CpEGq, viewed as a chain complex
of (free) ZG-modules. We will describe in sections II.2.2 and II.2.4 a
procedure for computing the equivariant diagonal map ∆G : CpEGq Ñ
CpEGq b CpEGq in the case when G is an elementary abelian p-
group.
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II.2.2. Products and diagonals. Suppose G and H are two dis-
crete abelian groups, with equivariant chain complexes pCpEGq, BGq
and pCpEHq, BHq, respectively. The equivariant homeomorphism
(13) induces G-equivariant isomorphisms of chain complexes,

(14) CpEpG� Hqq � CpEG� EHq � CpEGq b CpEHq,

where the differential on the tensor product is given by the rule

(15) BG�Hpab bq � BGpaq b p�1qdegpaqBHpbq,

for elements a P CpEGq and b P CpEHq.
Let

∆G : CpEGq Ñ CpEGq b CpEGq
and

∆H : CpEHq Ñ CpEHq b CpEHq
be the respective equivariant diagonal maps. With these data, the
equivariant diagonal map ∆G�H for the classifying space BpG � Hq
can be computed, as follows.

First use (14) to identify CpEpG� Hqq with CpEGq b CpEHq, as
chain complexes of pG� Hq-modules. Then define the map ∆G�H to
be the composite T � p∆G b ∆Hq, where T is the shuffle isomorphism
given by Tpa1 b a2 b b1 b b2q � �a1 b b1 b a2 b b2. We then have the
following commuting diagram:
(16)

CpEGq b CpEHq
∆Gb∆H

%%

∆G�H
// CpEGq b CpEHq b CpEGq b CpEHq

CpEGq b CpEGq b CpEHq b CpEH
�T

�

55

PROPOSITION II.2.1. The homomorphism ∆ � ∆G�H defined above is
an equivariant diagonal approximation for CpEpG� Hqq.

PROOF. First of all, the map ∆ is an equivariant chain map, since
∆G, ∆H, and T are so. Let now δ : EpG� Hq Ñ EpG� Hq � EpG� Hq
be an arbitrary cellular approximation to the topological diagonal
map. Then ∆ agrees by construction with the induced map δ� on
C0pEpG � Hqq. Since G � H is discrete, BpG � Hq is a KpG, 1q space,
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and the augmented chain complex of CpEpG � Hqq is a free resolu-
tion of Z over ZrG� Hs. Thus, the map ∆ must be chain homotopic
to δ�, and is therefore an equivariant diagonal approximation, as re-
quired. �

II.2.3. An explicit equivariant chain complex. Next, we com-
pute explicitly the equivariant chain complex CpEGq in the case when
G is a finite direct product of infinite cyclic groups and prime-order
cyclic groups. In view of formulas (14) and (15), we may assume
G � Zm or G � Zm

p , for some prime p and positive integer m. We
will use this computation in §IV.1.1 to obtain the equivariant chain
complex of a GDJ-space.

To start with, take G � Zm, and identify the group ring ZZm with
the ring of Laurent polynomials in m variables, R � Zrx�1

1 , . . . , x�1
m s.

Then, as noted in Example II.1.1, the equivariant chain complex of
BZm � Tm is the Koszul complex pRb

��
Zm, Bq.

Next, consider the case when G � Zp, and identify the group ring
ZZp with the quotient ring R � Zrxs{pxp � 1q. The equivariant chain
complex of BZp has chain groups CkpEZpq � R in each dimension
k ¥ 0, a free R-module with generator ek. The boundary maps are
given by

(17) Bkpekq � ηkpxq � ek�1,

where

(18) ηkpxq �

#
xp�1 � � � � � x� 1 if k is even,
x� 1 if k is odd.

Note that N � xp�1 � � � � � x� 1 above is the norm element of ZZp.
Finally, consider the case when G � Zm

p . To write down the equi-
variant chain complex of BZm

p , let S � Zrx1, . . . , xms be the poly-
nomial ring in m variables. Of course, each graded piece Sk is a
free abelian groups of rank

�m�k�1
m�1

�
, with basis all the monomials

xI � xi1
1 � � � x

im
m of degree k. Identify the group ring ZZm

p with the
quotient ring R � S{pxp

1 � 1, . . . , xp
m � 1q. We then have

(19) CkpEZm
p q � Rb Sk,
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a free R-module with a generator eI � 1 b xI for each multi-index
I � pi1, . . . , imq with entries is ¥ 0 and weight |I| :�

°m
s�1 is equal to

k. In this notation, applying repeatedly formula (15) shows that the
boundary maps of CpEZm

p q are given by

(20) BkpeIq � Bkp1b xIq �
¸

s : is¥1

p�1qsηispxsq b xI{xs.

REMARK II.2.2. Even though CpEZm
p q has a ring structure com-

ing from the fact that EZm
p is a topological group, the identification

of (19) is strictly additive, that is, the ring structure of CpEZm
p q is not

given by multiplication of polynomials in Rb S.

II.2.4. The diagonal map for EZm
p . Recall that a basis for the free

ZZp-module CipEZpq is given by the elements epiq, where i is a non-
negative integer. Following [4, p. 108], we define an equivariant di-
agonal approximation for ∆ : CpEZpq Ñ CpEZp � EZpq by piecing
together the maps dr,s : Cr�spEZpq Ñ CrpEZpq b CspEZpq, given on
basis elements by
(21)

dr,spepr�sqq �

$'&'%
eprq b epsq if r is even,
eprq b x � epsq if r is odd and s is even,°

1¤i j¤p�1 xi � eprq b xj � epsq if r is odd and s is odd.

To extend the above map to a diagonal on CpEZm
p q, we apply

repeatedly Proposition II.2.1 to get an equivariant diagonal approxi-
mation ∆ : CpEZm

p q Ñ CpEZm
p � EZm

p q.
When evaluated on basis elements corresponding to square-free

monomials, the map ∆ takes a particularly simple form. Indeed, let
S be an m-tuple with entries in t0, 1u. Looking at diagram (16), we
see that

(22) ∆peSq � p�1q
mpm�1q

2
¸

I�J�S

eI b xIeJ ,

where, if I � pi1, . . . , imq, and xI is the monomial xI � xi1
1 � � � x

im
m of the

group ring ZZp � Zrx1, . . . , xms{px
p
1 � 1, . . . , xp

m � 1q. Notice that the
sign factor in (22) arises from the shuffle isomorphism of (16).
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EXAMPLE II.2.3. Let R � ZZ2
2. The diagram below indicates the

(augmented) chain complex of EZ2
2, together with the equivariant di-

agonal approximation ∆ : CpEZ2
2q Ñ CpEZ2

2 � EZ2
2q defined above.

� � � // R3

��

�
x1�1 0

0 x2�1
x2�1 1�x1

�
// R2�

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

	
��

� x1�1
x2�1

	
// R

�
��

ε // Z

�
��

// 0

� � � // R10 �������������

x1�1 0 0 0
0 x2�1 0 0
0 0 x1�1 0
0 0 0 x2�1

x2�1 1�x1 0 0
x2�1 0 0 1�x1

0 x1�1 1�x2 0
0 0 x2�1 1�x1

1�x1 0 x1�1 0
0 1�x2 0 x2�1

������������

// R4 ��� x1�1
x2�1
x1�1
x2�1

��
// R

ε
// Z // 0

.





CHAPTER III

The moment-angle construction and diagrams of
spaces

III.1. Generalized moment-angle complexes

III.1.1. The polyhedral product functor. In what follows by a
triple pX, A, �q we always mean a topological space X and a non-
empty subspace A, both with basepoint �.

DEFINITION III.1.1. Let pX, Aq � tpXi, Ai, �iq
m
i�1u be a set of triples.

Given a simplicial complex K with vertex set rms, we define the gen-
eralized moment-angle complex ZKpX, Aq to be the following sub-
space of the cartesian product X�m � X1 � � � � � Xm

(23) ZKpX, Aq �
¤
σPK

pX, Aqσ,

where

pX, Aqσ � tpx1, . . . , xmq P X�m | xi P Xi if i P σ, xi P Ai if i R σu.

We also define the generalized smash moment-angle complex pZKpX, Aq
to be the image of ZKpX, Aq under the canonical projection X1� � � ��
Xm Ñ X1 ^ � � � ^ Xm.

REMARK III.1.2. The space pX, Aqσ defined above is homemor-
phic to

±
iPσ Xi �

±
iRσ Ai. Explicitly,

(24) pX, Aqσ �
m¹

i�1

Yi, where Yi �

#
Xi, if i P σ,
Ai, if i R σ.

Notice that if each Xi is a finite-type CW-complex, and each Ai is a
subcomplex, then ZKpX, Aq is a subcomplex of the product complex
X1 � � � � � Xm; if in addition each Xi is a finite CW-complex, then
ZKpX, Aq is also a finite CW-complex.
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If K is a full m � 1-simplex ∆m�1, then ZKpX, Aq � X1 � � � �Xm.
If K is a single point, then ZKpX, Aq � �1 � � � � � �m, the basepoint
of the product. For any other K with � � K � ∆m�1, the resulting
moment-angle complex will be a space between the basepoint and
the full cartesian product. For this reason it is also called a partial
product.

EXAMPLE III.1.3. If K � tH, t1u, . . . , tmuu, that is a collection of
m isolated vertices and each Ai � �i is the basepoint of Xi, then the
resulting moment-angle construction is just a wedge:

ZKpX, Aq � X1 _ � � � _ Xm.

We are mainly interested in the case when the spaces Xi in the
triple are all copies of a single space X and, similarly, all the spaces
Ai are copies of a single space A. In this case we denote the result-
ing moment-angle construction by ZKpX, Aq, using the pair pX, Aq as
base. By definition we then have ZKpX, Aq � X�m.

EXAMPLE III.1.4. Let pX, Aq � pD2, S1q, i.e. a 2-disk and its bound-
ary circle. Let K � tH, t1u, t2uu be the boundary of the 1-simplex.
According to the definition,

ZKpD2, S1q � pD2, S1qH Y pD2, S1qt1u Y pD2, S1qt2u �

� S1 � S1 Y D1 � S2 Y S1 � D2.

Noticing that D1 � S2 Y S1 � D2 is the boundary of D2 � D2, we see
that ZKpD2, S1q is exactly BpD2 � D2q � S3, obtained by gluing the
solid tori D2 � S1 and S1 � D2 along their intersection S1 � S1.

EXAMPLE III.1.5. Let pX, Aq � pD1, S0q, i.e. an interval and its
two boundary points. Let K � tH, t1u, t2uu be the boundary of the
1-simplex. Then

ZKpD1, S0q � pD1, S0qH Y pD1, S0qt1u Y pD1, S0qt2u �

� S0 � S0 Y D1 � S0 Y S0 � D1,

which is readily seen to be the boundary of a square, homeomorphic
to a circle. Figure 3 provides a visual illustration of this construction.
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D1

S0

D1 × S0 S0 ×D1

ZK(D1, S0)

S0 × S0

FIGURE 3. The moment-angle construction ZKpD1, S0q
for K � B∆1.

EXAMPLE III.1.6. Let pX, Aq be again the pair pD1, S0q, as in the
previous example. Let now K be the boundary of the square, with

(A) The 3-cube (B) The 4-cube

FIGURE 4. Schlegel diagrams of the cubes of dimen-
sion 3 and 4.
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maximal face the edges t1, 2u, t2, 3u, t3, 4u, t1, 4u. We then have

ZKpD1, S0q � pD1, S0qt1,2uYpD1, S0qt2,3uYpD1, S0qt2,3uYpD1, S0qt1,4uY

Y pD1, S0qt1u Y pD1, S0qt2u Y pD1, S0qt3u Y pD1, S0qt4u Y pD1, S0qH.

Notice that pD1, S0qt1,2u � D1 � D1 � S0 � S0, i.e. it is the disjoint
union of four copies of the unit square D1�D1, and that pD1, S0qt1u �
D1�S0�S0�S0, i.e. the disjoint union of 8 copies of the unit interval
D1. Moreover, pD1, S0qt1uYpD1, S0qt2u is the boundary of pD1, S0qt1,2u.
Note that all the spaces in question are naturally subcomplexes of the
4-cube pD1q�4. The moment-angle construction ZKpD1, S0q is then
seen to be the 2-skeleton of the 4-cube, with eight 2-faces removed.

Figure 5 illustrates this construction. The 4-cube is pictured also
in Figure 4b via a Schlegel diagram.

The kind of moment-angle constructions of Examples III.1.4, III.1.5
and III.1.6, with an arbitrary simplicial complex K in place of B∆1, are
among the original motivations for the study of generalized moment-
angle complexes. They play an important role in several areas of
mathematics, including toric topology and subspace arrangements.
It might be worth to spend a few words to explain how moment-
angle complexes relate to the theory of arrangements.

A subset σ of rms � t1, . . . , mu determines a sub-vector space Aσ

of Cm as
Aσ � tpz1, . . . , zmq | zi � 0 if i P σu.

The collection ApKq � tAσ, σ R Ku is an arragement of subspaces of
Cm. Since the subspaces are defined by the vanishing of the coor-
dinates of Cm, the arrangement A is called a coordinate subspace
arrangement. Converesely, any coordinate subspace arrangement
arises as ApKq, for some simplicial complex K.

As a topological space, a coordinate arrangement is trivial - it is
contractible. Nonetheless, its complement in Cm carries a lot of infor-
mation. It turns out ([8], [9]) that ZKpD2, S1q is homotopy equivalent
to (even a deformation retract of) the complement CmzApKq deter-
mined by K, and can therefore be thought as a combinatorial model
for it. The space ZKpD2, S1q is called in the literature the classical
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(A) pD1, S0qt1,2u (B) pD1, S0qt2,3u

(C) pD1, S0qt3,4u (D) pD1, S0qt1,4u

(E) The torus

FIGURE 5. The torus as a moment-angle construction
ZKpD1, S0q, with K a circular graph on 4 vertices.
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moment-angle complex of K, from which the name for its general case
ZKpX, Aq derives. Similarly, if one defines the spaces Aσ using the
same equations as above, but over the field of real numbers, one ob-
tains real coordinate subspace arrangements. In such case, the ho-
motopy type is captured by ZKpD1, S0q, which is known as the real
moment-angle complex of K.

We return to the study of the generalized moment-angle com-
plexes with some lemmas, proved in [17], which show that the moment-
angle construction enjoys functoriality properties in both arguments.

LEMMA III.1.7. Let f : pX, Aq Ñ pY, Bq be a map of pairs. Then
f�n : X�n Ñ Y�n restricts to a natural mapZKp f q : ZKpX, Aq Ñ ZKpY, Bq.
And, if f is a cellular map between CW pairs, then ZKp f q is also a cellular
map.

LEMMA III.1.8. Let X be a commutative topological monoid, and A a
sub-monoid. Suppose φ : K Ñ L is simplicial map. Then there is a natural
map Zφ : ZKpX, Aq Ñ ZLpX, Aq. Moreover, if pX, Aq is a CW pair, then
Zφ is a cellular map.

LEMMA III.1.9. Let φ : K ãÑ L be the inclusion of a full subcomplex.
Then there is an induced surjection Zφ : ZLpX, Aq � ZKpX, Aq and an
induced injection Zφ : ZKpX, Aq ãÑ ZLpX, Aq. Moreover, Zφ �Zφ � id.

Let now pX, Aq be a CW pair and let φ : K ãÑ L be the inclusion
of a full simplicial subcomplex K of L. Then both maps Zφ and Zφ

from Lemma III.1.9 are cellular maps, and so ZKpX, Aq is a cellular
retract ofZLpX, Aq. Therefore, we have the following direct corollary
of Lemma II.1.2.

COROLLARY III.1.10. Let K be a full subcomplex of L, and let M
be a module over Zπ1pZLpX, Aqq. Then CpZLpX, Aq; Mq retracts onto
CpZKpX, Aq; Mq as a chain complex of modules over Zπ1pZKpX, Aqq.

III.1.2. Moment-angle complexes of type ZKpX, �q. A good deal
of this thesis is devoted to a special case of the moment-angle con-
struction, namely when the base pair has the form pX, �q for some
pointed space X. In this case we use the simplified notation ZKpXq
for ZKpX, �q. Notice that in this case the moment-angle construction
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is actually a functor from the category of pointed spaces to itself,
since � � � � � � � P X�m is naturally a basepoint for ZKpX, �q.

An immediate corollary of Lemma III.1.7, by means of Lemma
II.1.2, holds when in addition X is a CW-complex.

COROLLARY III.1.11. Let f : pX, �q ãÑ pY, �q be a cellular inclusion,
and let ZKp f q : ZKpXq Ñ ZKpYq be the corresponding map of moment-
angle complexes. Then, for each q ¥ 0, the induced homomorphismZKp f q� : CqpZKpXqq ãÑ
CqpZKpYqq between cellular chain groups admits a retraction.

PROOF. The desired retraction is the homomorphism

r : CqpZKpYqq Ñ CqpZKpXqq

defined to be the identity on those cells of ZKpYq which are also cells
of ZKpXq, and zero otherwise. �

REMARK III.1.12. While the homomorphism ZKp f q� is a chain
map, its retraction given by Corollary III.1.11 is not always a chain
map.

We now describe a simple way to compute the fundamental group
of a moment-angle complex associated to a pointed, path-connected
space X. Let us first recall some notions regarding graph products of
groups.

DEFINITION III.1.13. Let Γ be a graph with vertex set V and tGvuvPV
a collection of groups indexed by V. The graph product of these groups,
ProdΓpGvq, it the quotient of the free product �vPV Gv by all the com-
mutator relators rgv, gws � gvgwg�1

v g�1
w with v, w an edge of Γ and

gv P Gv, gw P Gw. If all the groups Gv are equal to a single group G,
we simply denote the corresponding graph product by ProdΓpGq.

From the above definition we see that graph products interpolate
between the free product �vPV Gv, attained when Γ is an edgeless
graph, and the direct product

�
vPV Gv, attained when Γ is a com-

plete graph.
The class of graph products include many well-known groups.

If Gv � Z for all vertices of Γ, the corresponding graph product,
ProdΓpZq, is the right-angled Artin group associated to Γ. Likewise,
if Gv � Z2, the corresponding graph product, ProdΓpZ2q, is the right-
angled Coxeter group associated to Γ.
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Now let pX, �q be a pointed, path-connected space, and K a finite
simplicial complex. The following result (see [13, Theorem 2.18])
determines the fundamental group of the moment-angle complex
ZKpX, �q. The statement also follows directly from [19, Corollary 4.4],
by interpreting the moment-angle construction as a homotopy col-
imit.

THEOREM III.1.14. With notation as above,

(25) π1pZKpX, �qq � ProdKp1qpπ1pX, �qq,

where Kp1q is the 1-skeleton of K.

Now suppose K1 � K is a simplicial subcomplex of K. We then
have an inclusion ι : ZK1pX, �q ãÑ ZKpX, �q. The next lemma deter-
mines the homomorphism induced on fundamental groups by this
inclusion.

LEMMA III.1.15. Set π � π1pX, �q. With the identification from (25),
the homomorphism

ι7 : π1pZK1pX, �qq Ñ π1pZKpX, �qq

sends a generator gv of ProdK1p1qpπq to the corresponding generator gv in
ProdKp1qpπq.

PROOF. If K1 � K, there is nothing to prove; thus, we may assume
K1 � K is a strict subcomplex. We use induction on the number of
simplices of K.

For the base case, assume K is a discrete set of vertices. It follows
that K1 is either the empty simplicial complex, in which caseZK1pX, �q
is a point and the theorem holds trivially, or K1 a subset of points of K,
in which case ZK1pX, �q �

�
vPVertpK1q X and ZKpX, �q �

�
vPVertpKq X,

with the induced map �vPVertpK1q π Ñ �vPVertpKq π the canonical in-
clusion of one free product into the other, in which case the theorem
again holds.

Let K now be an arbitrary complex. Since K1 � K, we can find
another subcomplex K2 of K such that K2 � K1 and K � K1 Y K2.
We can then express ZKpX, �q as the colimit, i.e., the pushout, of the
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following diagram

(26) ZK1pX, �q ZK2pX, �q

ZK1XK2pX, �q
ι1

ff

ι2

88

where the maps ι1 and ι2 are the natural inclusions. By the induction
hypothesis, the induced homomorphism ι17 on fundamental groups
is as in the statement of the theorem. Compose now ι17 with the ho-
momorphism induced by the natural map into the pushout. Since
all spaces have the same basepoint � � � � � � � P X�m which is pre-
served by the inclusions ι1 and ι2, the Seifert-van Kampen theorem
shows that the fundamental group of ZKpX, �q is the pushout of the
diagram induced by (26), thus concluding the proof. �

III.1.3. A stable decomposition. The following theorem, due to
Bahri, Bendersky, Cohen and Gitler [2], generalizes the classical sus-
pension formula for a product due to G. Porter.

THEOREM III.1.16. Let K a simplicial complex on m vertices. There is
a natural homotopy equivalence

ΣpZKpX, Aqq � Σ
� ª

I�rms

pZKI pX, Aq



,

where KI is the induced subcomplex of K on the subset I of the vertex set
rms.

COROLLARY III.1.17. Let K be a simplicial complex on m vertices. If
pX, Aq is a pair with X contractible and A a discrete space consisting of p
points, then for any coefficient ring R we have

HkpZKpX, Aq; Rq �
à

I�rms

pp�1q|I|à
1

rHk�1pKI ; Rq,

where |I| is the number of elements of I.

PROOF. Since X is contractible, Theorem 2.19 from [2] gives that

(27) pZKI pX, Aq � KI � A^|I| � Σ
�

KI ^ A|I|
	

.
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Since A is a finite set of p points, the spacse A^|I| is a finite set
of pp� 1q|I|� 1 points, hence its homology with R-coefficients is con-
centrated in degree 0, where it consists of pp � 1q|I| copies of R, in
particular it is free. By the Künneth theorem for reduced homology,
we have that

(28) rHkpKI ^ A|I|q � rHkpKI ; Rq bR Rpp�1q|I| �
pp�1q|I|à

1

rHkpKI ; Rq.

The statement now follows from Theorem III.1.16 and the suspension
isomorphism in homology. �

REMARK III.1.18. As noted on page 34, the real and classical moment-
angle complexes over a simplicial complex K capture the homotopy
type of the complement of the corresponding coordinate subspace
arrangements MRpKq, MCpKq. Corollary III.1.17, applied in the case
when pX, Aq � pD1, S0q, computes then the additive (co)homology of
the complements, recovering classical results of Goresky-MacPherson
([22], Part III), originally obtained using the techniques of stratified
Morse theory.

III.2. Diagrams of spaces

Throughout the rest of this thesis we denote by TOP the category
of topological spaces and continuos maps, we denote by TOP� the
category of pointed opological spaces and basepoint preserving con-
tinuous maps and we denote by TOP2 the category of pairs of topo-
logical spaces, with morphism pX, Aq Ñ pY, Bq given by continuous
maps f : X Ñ Y such that f pAq � B.

DEFINITION III.2.1. Let C be a small category. The category rC, TOPs
of functors C Ñ TOP and natural transformations between them is
called the C-diagrams category. A diagram of spaces over C, also
called a C-diagram, is an element of rC, TOPs.

There is a canonical functor κ : TOP Ñ rC, TOPs which sends a
topological space X to the constant functor κpXqpcq � X. The func-
tor κ admits a left adjoint colim: rC, TOPs Ñ TOP, called the colimit
functor. If F is a C-diagram of spaces, we call the topological space
colim F the colimit of F.
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In this thesis the base category will always be a poset category.
Recall that a poset is a pair pP ,¤qwithP a set and¤ a binary relation
which is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive. We usually omit
the relation and denote a poset pP ,¤q just by its defining set P .

DEFINITION III.2.2. Let pP ,¤q be a poset. Its poset category CATpPq
has an object for each element of P and exactly one morphism a Ñ b
whenever a ¤ b.

Any simplicial complex K has a natural poset structure given by
inclusion of simplices. We denote the resulting poset category by
CATpKq. Similarly, if K is a multicomplex (Definition I.1.1) with the
poset structure given by inclusion of multisimplices, the resulting
poset category is denoted by CATpKq.

REMARK III.2.3. Let P be a poset with poset category CATpPq
and let F : CATpPq Ñ TOP be a diagram of spaces. For each pair
of elements a, b P P there is at most one morphism. If the functor
F is such that for each morphism a Ñ b, the corresponding map
Fpa Ñ bq : Fpaq Ñ Fpbq is the inclusion of Fpaq as a subspace of Fpbq,
then the colimit is

colim F �
¤
pPP

Fppq,

i.e. just the union.

In light of Remark III.2.3 we can reinterpret the definition of a
generalized moment-angle complex from the categorical point of view
of this section. Let K be a simplicial complex and pX, Aq a set of
triples. Define a CATpKq-diagram F : CATpKq Ñ TOP as Fpσq �
pX, Aqσ (see (24)). Since whenever τ � σ, also pX, Aqτ � pX, Aqσ, by
Remark III.2.3 we have that

ZKpX, Aq �
¤
σPK

pX, Aqσ � colim F.





Part 2

Generalized Davis–Januszkiewicz
spaces





CHAPTER IV

Regular abelian covers of GDJ-spaces and their
homology

IV.1. GDJ-spaces

In this chapter we deal with a special instance of the moment-
angle construction, namely, when the triples pXi, Ai, �iq are all equal
to pBG, �, �q, with BG the classifying space of a topological group G,
and � its basepoint.

DEFINITION IV.1.1. Let G be a topological group and K a simpli-
cial complex. The moment-angle complex ZKpBGq � ZKpBG, �q is
called the GDJ-space associated to K and G.

Notable are the following situations:

 When G � Z, the space TK � ZKpBZq � ZKpS1q is a sub-
CW-complex of the m-torus pS1qm � Tm, so it is often called
the toric complex of K. Its cohomology ring with coefficients
in a commutative ring R is the exterior Stanley–Reisner ring
of K with R-coefficients.

 When G � S1, the space DJC

K � ZKpBS1q � ZKpCP8q is the
classical Davis–Januszkiewicz space of K. Its cohomology ring
with R-coefficients is the Stanley–Reisner ring (or, face ring)
of K with R-coefficients.

 When G � Z2, the space DJR

K � ZKpBZ2q � ZKpRP8q is the
real Davis–Januszkiewicz space of K. Its Z2-cohomology ring
is the Stanley-Reisner ring of K with Z2-coefficients.

REMARK IV.1.2. It follows from Theorem III.1.14 and the discus-
sion preceding it that the fundamental group of a toric complex TK �

ZKpS1q is the right-angled Artin group associated to the graph Kp1q,

45
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and the fundamental group of the real Davis–Januszkiewicz space
DJR

K � ZKpBZ2q is the right-angled Coxeter group associated to Kp1q.

The following important lemma appears with proof in [17] as
Lemma 2.3.3.

LEMMA IV.1.3. There is a fibre bundle sequence Gm Ñ ZKpEG, Gq Ñ
ZKpBGq obtained by pulling back the canonical inclusion of ZKpBGq ãÑ
BGm from the universal bundle Gm Ñ EGm Ñ BGm.

In other words, the above lemma states that the following dia-
gram of Gm-fibre bundles commutes.

Gm //

��

ZKpEG, Gq //
� _

��

ZKpBGq
� _

��
Gm // EGm // BGm

One of the most striking features of generalized Davis–Januszkiewicz
spaces is that in many cases they are Kpπ, 1qs, and thus their coho-
mology computes that of the group π.

Recall that an aspherical space is a topological space with vanish-
ing homotopy groups, except possibly for the fundamental group.
The proof of the next proposition uses a beautiful theorem of J.H.C.
Whitehead ([46]) about the asphericity of unions. Namely, if X, Y
are aspherical CW-complexes with aspherical intersection XXY and
the maps π1pX X Yq Ñ π1pXq, π1pX X Yq Ñ π1pYq induced by the
inclusions are injective, then also the union X YY is aspherical.

Recall that a simplicial complex K is called flag if all its missing
faces have at least three vertices. Equivalently, whenever three ver-
tices i, j, k are pairwise joined by an edge, then the 2-simplex ti, j, ku
belongs to K.

PROPOSITION IV.1.4. The GDJ-spaceZKpBGq associated to a flag com-
plex K is aspherical.

PROOF. For the sake of simplicty, simply write ZK for ZKpBGq.
The proof is by induction on the number n of simplices of K. If K
contains only the empty set, then ZK is just a point, in which case
the statement is trivially true. If K is a discrete set of m points, then
ZK � BG_ . . ._ BG, an m-fold wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces.
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Asphericity then follows from a classical result of G. Porter ([38], [37],
Theorem 1) on the homotopy type of a wedge, or from [23], Corollary
9.6, which uses the techniques of moment-angle complexes.

Assume now the statement is true for all simplicial complexes
with at most n vertices. Let rms � t1, . . . , mu be the vertex set of K.
For a subset S of rms we denote by KS the induced subcomplex of K
on S, i.e. KS � tσ P K | σ � Su and KS is a full subcomplex of K. If i, j
are two different integers in rms, then by construction

(29)
Kti,ju � pKtiuqtju � pKtjuqtiu � Ktiu X Ktju,

K � Ktiu Y Ktju,

in particular Kti,ju is full subcomplex of both Ktiu and Ktju
By definition of the moment-angle construction and (29) it fol-

lows that

ZKti,ju � ZKtiu XZKtju ,

ZK � ZKtiu YZKtju .

Now, since a full subcomplex of a flag complex is itself flag, by induc-
tion ZKtiu ,ZKtju and ZKti,ju are aspherical. Finally, by Lemma IV.1.8
the maps induced on fundamental groups by the natural injections
ZKtiu ãÑ ZKti,ju and ZKtju ãÑ ZKti,ju are both injections, hence the de-
sired result follows by the theorem of J.H.C. Whitehead mentioned
before the statement of the proposition. �

REMARK IV.1.5. It follows from Proposition IV.1.4 that the coho-
mology of a GDJ-space ZKpBGq computes the group cohomology of
the graph product ProdKp1qpGq, while the cohomology of a regular
abelian cover of ZKpBGq computes the group cohomology of the cor-
responding abelian quotient of ProdKp1qpGq.

We can see explicitly which homomorphism the inclusion of Lemma
III.1.8 induces on fundamental groups: this is the content of the fol-
lowing lemma.

LEMMA IV.1.6. Let K be a simplicial complex and K1 � K a strict
subcomplex. Let π and π1 be the fundamental groups of the GDJ-spaces
associated to K and K1, respectively. Then the homomorphism induced
on fundamental groups by the inclusion ZKpBGq ãÑ ZK1pBGq sends a
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generator gv of π � ProdKp1qpGq to the corresponding generator gv in
π1 � ProdK1p1qpGq.

PROOF. We use induction on the number of simplices of K. For
the base case, assume K is a discrete set of vertices. It follows that
K1 is either the empty simplicial complex, in which case ZK1pBGq is a
point and the theorem holds trivially, or it is a subset of points of K.
Then ZKpBGq �

�
vPVertpKq BG and ZK1pBGq �

�
vPVertpK1q BG, with

the inclusion given by coordinate-wise inclusion and π � �vPVertpKq G, π1 �

�vPVertpK1q G. The induced map π1 Ñ π is the canonical inclusion of
one free product into the other, thus settling the base case.

Let K now be an arbitrary complex. Since K1 � K, we can find
another subcomplex K2 of K such that K2 � K1 and K � K1 Y K2. We
can then express ZKpBGq as the colimit of the following diagram:

ZK1pBGq ZK2pBGq

ZK1XK2pBGq
ι1

ff

ι2

88

where the maps ι1, ι2 are the natural inclusions. By the induction hy-
pothesis, the induced homomorphism ι17 on fundamental groups is as
in the statement of the theorem. Composing this map with the homo-
morphism induced by the natural map into the colimit, and noting
that the fundamental group of a colimit of spaces is the colimit of the
corresponding fundamental groups concludes the proof. �

In light of Lemma IV.1.3 we have the following important corol-
lary. For example, it will let us identify a real quasi-toric manifold
and a real moment-angle complex as finite regular abelian covers of
a real Davis–Januskziewicz space.

COROLLARY IV.1.7. The homomorphism induced by the canonical in-
clusion ZKpBGq ãÑ Z∆mpBGq � BGm is the abelianization map. In par-
ticular, the space ZKpEG, Gq is, up to homotopy, the maximal abelian cover
ZKpBGqab of ZKpBGq.

IV.1.1. The equivariant chain complex of a GDJ-space. In this
subsection we compute the equivariant chain complex of a gener-
alized Davis–Januszkiewicz space. We loosely follow the approach
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taken in [35, §3.1] for computing the Salvetti complex of a right-
angled Artin group, adapting it to the present situation. Through-
out this section we assume that G is a cyclic group, either finite or
infinite.

Let K be a simplicial complex on m vertices, and let ZKpBGq the
associated GDJ-space, with fundamental group πK � π1pZKpBGqq.
Denote by C � CpZKpBGqq the cellular chain complex of ZKpBGq,
and by rC � Cp �ZKpBGqq the chain complex of its universal cover,
viewed as a complex of modules over ZπK. For each k ¥ 0, we have
a ZπK-isomorphism rCk � ZπK b Ck.

Let K be a full subcomplex of L. By Lemma III.1.9, the canonical
cellular inclusion j : ZKpBGq ãÑ ZLpBGq induces a monomorphism
on fundamental groups, j7 : πK Ñ πL. Let x1, . . . , xm be the genera-
tors of πK; then j7 is given explicitly by j7pxiq � xi for i P rms.

LEMMA IV.1.8. Let j7 : ZπK Ñ ZπL be the linear extension to group
rings of the map defined above. Then j7 is injective.

PROOF. Let r : πL Ñ πK be the homomorphism given on gen-
erators by rpxiq � xi if i P rms, and rpxiq � 1, otherwise, and let
r : ZπL Ñ ZπK be its linear extension to group rings. Clearly r � j7 �
id, and we are done. �

Given a multi-index I � pi1, . . . , imq, define its support as supppIq �
ts P rms | is � 0u, and let ∆I be the simplex on vertex set supppIq.

THEOREM IV.1.9. Let L be a simplicial complex on vertex set rms, and
let ZLpBGq be the corresponding GDJ-space over a cyclic group G. Then

(1) If G is finite, the chain group rCk � Ckp
�ZLpBGqq is a free ZπL-

module with basis consisting of those eI � 1b xI for which |I| � k
and ∆I � L. If G is infinite, the elements in addition have to satisfy
ik ¤ 1 for k � 1, . . . , m.

(2) Under the identification rCk � ZπL b Ck, the equivariant bound-
ary maps are given by Bkp1b xIq �

°
s : is¥1p�1qsηispxsq b xI{xs

when G is finite, or Bkp1b xIq �
°

s : is¥1p�1qspxs � 1q b xI{xs
when G is infinite.
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PROOF. Let K � ∆I be the induced subcomplex on supppIq. The
1-skeleton ΓK is a complete graph of q vertices, where q � 7 supppIq.
Thus, we have a cellular homotopy equivalence, ZKpBGq � BZ

q
p,

inducing an identification πK � Z
q
p.

Consider the commuting diagram

ZπK b CkpZKpBGqq
Bk //

� _

j7bj�
��

ZπK b Ck�1pZKpBGqq
� _

j7bj�
��

ZπL b CkpZLpBGqq
Bk // ZπL b CkpZLpBGqq.

The boundary map on the top row is computed by formula (20)
in the finite case, and it is the classical Koszul boundary map in the
infinite case (see also [35], Prop. 3.1). By Lemma IV.1.8, the vertical
arrows are injective. This gives the desired expression for the bound-
ary map on the bottom row. �

REMARK IV.1.10. Let us give a more detailed interpretation of
the previous theorem when G � Z is an infinite cyclic group. The
corresponding GDJ-space is ZKpBZq � TK, the toric complex of K,
with fundamental group AK, the right-angled Artin group of the 1-
skeleton of K. Write R � ZAK for the group ring, then the equi-
variant chain complex pC�p�TKq, Bq � C�pTKq b R is a sub-complex
of the Koszul complex

�� R of Example II.1.1. The first differential
B1 : C1p�TKq Ñ C0p�TKq of Theorem IV.1.9 is simply the R-module map
δ1 : Rm Ñ R given in matrix form by B1 � pe1 � 1, . . . , em � 1q, while
the q-th differential is given by the restriction of

�q B1 to Cqp�TKq.

IV.2. Homology of regular covers of GDJ-spaces

Outline. In the section we prove one of the main results of this
thesis, Theorem IV.2.7. The main ingredient in the proof is Propo-
sition IV.2.6, whose structure is outlined in the following diagram.
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There the solid arrows represent chain maps.
(30)

CqpTK;kλ̄q

Cor. III.1.10
��

CqpZKpBZpq;kλq

Prop. IV.2.3
44

Prop. IV.2.4
// CqpTKλ

; kλ̄q �

Lem. IV.2.2 // rCq�1pKλ; kq

The main idea is to iteratively “approximate” the pieces to “smaller”
ones until we reach an isomorphism with a simplicial chain complex.
In this way we prove that the horizontal row of (30) is a chain retrac-
tion, which induces an injection in homology. The last step is then to
compare the dimension of the resulting homology groups to see that
such map is also surjective, and therefore an isomorphism.

With Proposition IV.2.6 in our quiver, we decompose the chain
complex CpZKpBZpq

ν;kq of a GDJ-cover into the pieces CpZKpBZpq;kλq
corresponding to rank 1-local systems, as in (10). These pieces are
known by Proposition IV.2.6, thus obtaining Theorem IV.2.7.

The details will become clear as the exposition proceeds, but the
reader may come back to diagram (30) whenever needed.

IV.2.1. Supports and the homology of a toric complex with coef-
ficients in a rank-1 local system. Let G be an abelian group, and let
ZKpBGq be the corresponding GDJ-space, with fundamental group
π � π1pZKpBGqq. Let

ZKpBGqν Ñ ZKpBGq

be the regular cover defined by an epimorphism ν : π � Γ. As noted
in §II.1.4, the map ν factors through the abelianization map as ν �

ab �χ, for some χ : πab Ñ Γ. Since χ completely specifies this cover,
we call the map χ the characteristic homomorphism of ZKpBGqν,

From now on, we will assume that G is a cyclic group, either fi-
nite or infinite. By Corollary IV.1.7 the abelianization πab of the fun-
damental group of ZKpBGq is the m-fold product Gm, which has m
generators x1, . . . , xm.

DEFINITION IV.2.1. Let K be a simplicial complex on m vertices
and ZKpBGq the corresponding GDJ-space, with fundamental group
π � π1pZKpBGqq. If λ : πab Ñ k� is a character of the abelianization
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πab � Gm, we define its support as the subset of rms � t1, . . . , mu
given by

(31) supppλq � ti P rms | λpxiq � 1u.

Recall that the toric complex TK of a simplicial complex K is the
generalized Davis–Januszkiewicz spaceZKpBZq, and has fundamen-
tal group AK � π1pTKq the right-angled Artin group corresponding
to K.

LEMMA IV.2.2. Let K be a simplicial complex on m vertices and λ : Zm Ñ
k� a character with support supppλq � rms, the whole vertex set of K.
There is an isomorphism of chain complexes of k-vector spaces,

φ : C�pTK;kλq
�
ÝÑ rC��1pK; kq,

where the chain complex on the right is the reduced simplicial chain complex
of K, shifted by one.

PROOF. Write R � ZAK. By definition, the chaain complex of TK
with coefficients in the rank-1 local system defined by kλ is

C�pTK;kλq � C�pZKpEZqq bR kλ.

If we denote by spqq the number of q-simplices of K, then CqpTK; kλq �

kspq�1q as k-vector spaces.
The equivariant chain complex pC�pZKpEZqq, Bq is a sub-complex

of the Koszul complex
�� R of Example II.1.1. The chain group

CqpZKpEZqq has an R-module basis given by the monomials eI �
ei1 � � � eiq corresponding to the q-simplices I � ti0, . . . , iqu of K. The
first differential, δ1 : C1pZKpEZqq Ñ C0pZKpEZqq is simply the R-
module map δ1 : Rm Ñ R given in matrix form by δ1 � pe1�1, . . . , em�
1q, while the q-th differential is given by the restriction of

�q δ1 to
CqpZKpEZqq.

On the other hand, the reduced simplicial chain complex of K
is given by p rCqpKq, δq � pkspqq, δq, and is a sub-complex of the Koszul
complex

�� km. In particular, its 0-th differential, δ0 : km Ñ k is given
by the matrix p1, . . . , 1q.

We define a map φ : C�pTK;kλq Ñ rC��1pK; kq on C1pTK;kλq by

φ1pek b 1q � λpxk � 1qtku,
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where ek � xk b 1, and extend it canonically to the whole chain com-
plex as the restriction of

�� φ1. Explicitly, we have that

φqpeI b 1q �
¹
kPI

φ1pek b 1qtku.

The map φ1 has an inverse ψ1 given by ψ1ptkuq � ek b
1

λpxk�1q which
lifts for each q to an inverse ψq of φq, given explictly by

ψqpeI b 1q �
¹
kPI

ψ1pek b 1qI.

To finish the proof it suffices to check that φ and ψ are chain maps.
Let eI b 1 be a basis element of CqpTK;kλq; then

φq�1pδqpeI b 1qq � φq�1

�¸
kPI

p�1qkpxk � 1qeIzk b 1
	

�
¸
kPI

p�1qkφq�1

�
eIzk b λpxk � 1q

	
�
¸
kPI

p�1qk
�¹

j�k

λpxj � 1q
	

λpxk � 1qIzk

�
¸
kPI

p�1qk
�¹

jPI

λpxj � 1q
	

Izk

�
�¹

jPI

λpxj � 1q
	¸

kPI

p�1qk Izk

�
�¹

jPI

λpxj � 1q
	

δq�1pIq

� δq�1

�¹
jPI

λpxj � 1qI
	

� δq�1pφqpeI b 1q.

The proof that ψ is a chain map is completely analogous, thus show-
ing the required chain isomorphism.

�
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IV.2.2. A retraction lemma. Let f : pS1, �q ãÑ pBZp, �q be the cel-
lular inclusion of S1 as the 1-cell of BZp. For any simplicial complex
K, the map f lifts by Lemma III.1.7 to a cellular map ZKp f q : ZKpS1q Ñ
ZKpBZpq between the corresponding moment-angle complexes. Re-
call that the fundamental group of the toric complex TK � ZKpS1q is
the right-angled Artin group AK associated to the 1-skeleton of K.

By Corollary III.1.11, the induced homomorphism on cellular chains
is a retraction in each degree, and the induced homomorphism on
cellular cochains is a retraction in each degree. These retractions
do not in general extend to chains and cochains with twisted coef-
ficients. Nonetheless, the following proposition shows that this is
the case for the inclusion of a toric complex into a GDJ-space over a
finite cyclic group.

PROPOSITION IV.2.3. Let L be a simplicial complex on m vertices and
let λ : Zm

p Ñ k� be a character. Denote by λ̄ : Zm Ñ k� the composition
of λ with the canonical reduction mod p Zm Ñ Zm

p . Then the q-chains
CqpZLpBZpq;kλq retract onto CqpTL;kλ̄q for each q ¥ 0.

PROOF. Let AL � π1pTLq and π � π1pZLpBZpqq. We identify
twisted cochains as follows:

CqpTL;kλ̄q � CqpTL; Zq bZAL bZAL kλ̄,
CqpZLpBZpq;kλq � CqpZLpBZpq; Zq bZπ bZπ kλ.

There is a natural map ι̃ � ZLp f q� b ZLp f q7 b idk, where, as in the
proof of Lemma IV.1.8, the induced mapZLp f q7 on fundamental groups
is the epimorphism sending each generator xi of the right-angled
Artin group AL to the corresponding generator xi of the graph group
π.

The above map exists for any cellular inclusion as a consequence
of Corollary III.1.11, but there is in general no natural way to de-
fine a map in the opposite direction, so the key point of the proof is
finding such map in our case. We define then ρ̃ : CqpZLpBZpq;kλq Ñ
CqpTL;kλ̄q as ρ̃pαb xi b κq � ρpαq b xi b κ, where r : CqpZLpBZpqq Ñ
CqpTLq is the map of III.1.11. Clearly ρ̃ � ι̃ � id because ρ � ι � id, so
showing that the ρ̃ is well-defined will conclude the proof.
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To relate the various groups into play and the character λ, we
have the following commutative diagram

AL
ab //

����

Zm λ̄ //

����

kλ

π
ab // Zm

p
λ // kλ

which extends canonically to the corresponding group rings. In par-
ticular, the structure maps defining the kλ-module structures of ZAL
and Zπ both factor through the respective abelianizations. Recalling
that

ZZm
p � Zrx1, . . . , xms{px

p
1 � 1, . . . , xp

m � 1q,

what is left to show is that ρ̃pα b pxp
i � 1q b κq � 0 for each i �

1, . . . , m. Denoting by λ̄ also the extension to group rings we finally
have

ρ̃pαb pxp
i � 1q b κq � ρpαq b pxp

i � 1q b κ �

� ρpαq b 1b λ̄pxp
i � 1qκ � ρpαq b 1b pλpxp

i q � λp1qqκ � 0,

because λpxiq is always a p-th root of unity. This concludes the proof.
�

Let now λ : Zm
p Ñ k� be a character and Kλ be the induced sub-

complex of K on the vertex set supppλq � rms. By Lemma III.1.9
the inclusion Kλ ãÑ K induces an inclusion ZKλ

pBZpq ãÑ ZKpBZpq
which by Corollary III.1.10 induces a retraction on twisted cochains
with coefficients in an arbitrary module. Composing this retraction
with the retraction of Proposition IV.2.3 we obtain a retraction

(32) r̃ : C�pZKpBZpq;kλq Ñ C�pTKλ
; kλ̄q.

PROPOSITION IV.2.4. With notation as above, the retraction (32) is a
chain map.
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PROOF. We have to show that the following diagram commutes.

(33) CqpZKpBZpq;kλq

r̃
��

δq
// Cq�1pZKpBZpq;kλq

r̃
��

CqpTKλ
;kλ̄q

Bq
// Cq�1pTKλ

; kλ̄q

It is enough to show that the diagram commutes on basis ele-
ments. To this end, let xI be a monomial of degree q with support in
K. Recall that we also denote by λ the linear extension of λ to group
rings, ZZm

p Ñ Zk�, followed by the evaluation map Zk� Ñ k. Then

Bqpr̃pxI b 1b 1qq �

$'&'%
0 if xI is not squarefree,
0 if supppxIq R Kλ,
BqpxI b 1b 1q otherwise.

Now let λ̃ : ZWK Ñ k be the extension to group rings of the
abelianization map ab : WK Ñ Zm

2 , followed by the map λ : Zk� Ñ k
defined above. Following the top and right arrows of diagram (33),
by linearity of the involved maps and by the structure of the differ-
entials determined in Theorem IV.1.9, we have

(34) r̃pδqpxI b 1b 1qq � r̃

�
xI{xs b

��¸
is¥1

p�1qsηispxsq

�b 1

�
�

¸
is¥1

�
rpxI{xsq b 1b p�1qsλ̃

�
ηispxsq

��
.

If xI is squarefree, then it is already a basis element of C�pTKq, so
that δqpxI b 1 b 1q � BqpxI b 1 b 1q and therefore rpδqpxI b 1 b 1q �
rpBqpxI b 1b 1qq � BqpxI b 1b 1q.

Suppose then that xI is not squarefree. If for all 1 ¤ s ¤ m also
xI{xs is not squarefree, then rpxI{xsq � 0 and therefore (34) evaluates
to zero. The only possibility is then that ik � 2 for exactly one k and
all other indices ij P t0, 1u for all j � k. In this case, (34) reduces to

r̃pδqpxI b 1b 1qq � rpxI{xkq b 1b λ̃pxp�1
k � � � � � xk � 1q.
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Now, if k P supppλq then λ̃pxkq is some p-th root of unity different
from 1, so that λ̃pxp�1

k � � � � � xk � 1q � 0. If instead k R supppλq,
since x2

k divides xI , also xk divides xI and thus rpxI{xkq � 0. In both
cases (34) evaluates to zero, thus concluding the proof. �

By composing the the isomorphism of Lemma IV.2.2 with the
above retraction we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY IV.2.5. Let K be a simplicial complex on m vertices and
λ : Zm

p Ñ k� a character, then the chain complex C�pZKpBZpq;kλq re-
tracts onto rC��1pKλ;kq. In particular, for each non-negative integer q we
have that

(35) b̃q�1pKλq ¤ dimk HqpZKpBZpq; kλq.

PROOF. The first statement follows from the fact that a chain re-
traction followed by a chain isomorphism is still a chain retraction.
Moreover, when a chain map admits a retraction, it induces an injec-
tive homomorphism in homology, hence the second statement �

IV.2.3. Homology of regular covers. With the chain retraction of
Corollary IV.2.5 and the subsequent simplicial bound on the twisted
homology groups of a GDK, we are ready to state and prove the next
proposition, which is the main ingredient of the proof of Theorem
IV.2.7.

PROPOSITION IV.2.6. Let K be a simplicial complex on m vertices and
λ : Zm

2 Ñ k� a character of Zm
2 . Then there is an isomorphisms of k-vector

spaces HqpZKpBZpq; kλq � rHq�1pKλ;kq.

PROOF. Consider the moment-angle construction ZKpEZp, Zpq.
By Corollary III.1.17 its homology with k-coefficients is given by

(36) HqpZKpEZp, Zpq;kq �
à

I�rms

pp�1q|I|à
1

rHq�1pKI ;kq,

where |I| denotes the number of elements of I. On the other hand, we
know from Corollary IV.1.7 that ZKpEZp, Zpq is homotopy equiva-
lent to the maximal abelian cover pZKpBZpqq

ab, corresponding to the
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identity id : Zm
p Ñ Zm

p . Hence, the cellular chains on ZKpEZp, Zpq

split as in (10) to give

(37) CqpZKpEZp, Zpq; kq � CqpZKpBZpq; kZm
p q �

�
à

ρPHompZm
p ,k�q

CqpZKpBZpq;kρq.

Note that, as ρ varies through all characters of Zm
p , supppρq varies

among all possible subsets of rms. A quick computation shows that
for each subset I of rms, there are exactly pp� 1q|I| distinct characters
with support I.

The above injections, combined with (36), yield then the inequal-
ity

bqpZKpEZp, Zpqq �
¸
I�m

pp� 1q|I| b̃q�1pKIq

(38)

¤
¸

ρPHompZm
p ,k�q

supppρq�I

pp� 1q|I| dimk HqpZKpBZpq;kρq

�
¸

ρPHompZm
p ,k�q

dimk HqpZKpBZpq;kρq

� bqpZKpBZpq
abq

� bqpZKpEZp, Zpqq.

Notice that each b̃q�1pKIq and each dimk HqpZKpBZpq;kρq is a
non-negative integer. By (35) and (38), they must a posteriori be
equal, i.e.,

b̃q�1pKIq � dimk HqpZKpBZpq; kρq,

for each I � rms and ρ P HompZm
p ,k�q with supppρq � I. Finally,

since the injection rHq�1pKI ;kq ãÑ HqpZKpBZpq;kρq is a homomor-
phism of finite-dimensional vector spaces, it follows that it is actually
an isomorphism, as required. �

We are now ready to state and prove the following important the-
orem about the homology of regular abelian covers of GDJ-spaces.
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THEOREM IV.2.7. Let K be a simplicial complex on m vertices and G
a finite cyclic group. Let moreover ZKpBGqν be the regular abelian cover of
ZKpBGq defined by a characteristic homomorphism χ : Gm Ñ Γ. Then

(39) HqpZKpBGqν; kq �
à

ρPHompΓ;k�q

rHq�1pKρ�χ;kq,

where rHi�1pKρ�χ;kq is i-th simplicial reduced homology group with k-
coefficients of Kρ�χ, the induced subcomplex of K on the vertex set supppρ �
χq.

PROOF. The cellular chains of ZKpBGqν split as in (10), so that

HqpZKpBGqν;kq �
à

ρPHompΓ;k�q
HqpZKpBGq; kρ�χq.

Since for each character ρ of Γ, ρ � χ is a character of Gm, we have
that HqpZKpBGq;kρ�χq � rHq�1pKρ�χ;kq by Proposition IV.2.6, thus
proving the theorem. �





CHAPTER V

Davis–Januszkiewcz spaces and monomial algebras

V.1. Davis–Januszkiewicz spaces

In this thesis we consider complex projective spaces CPn as pointed
CW-complexes with the standard cellular structure consisting of one
i-cell in each even dimension 2i, for i � 0, . . . , n, the 0-cell being a
fixed base point �. When m ¤ n, there is a natural cellular inclusion
CPm

ãÑ CPn. We allow n to be also zero, in which case CP0 � � or
to be 8, in which case CP8 � Y8

n�0CPn with the induced cellular
structure.

Let K be a multicomplex on rms with poset category CATpKq. We
define a functor XK : CATpKq Ñ TOP as

(40) XKpσq � CPσ1 � � � � �CPσm .

For each morphism σ ¤ τ, there is a corresponding inclusion XKpσq ãÑ
XKpτq, induced by componentwise cellular inclusion of the projec-
tive spaces.

DEFINITION V.1.1. Let K be a multicomplex. The Davis–Januszkiewicz
space DJpKq of K is the colimit of the functor XK, i.e. DJpKq �

colim XK.

REMARK V.1.2. The space DJpKq sits naturally in the m-fold prod-
uct BTm � CP8 � . . . �CP8 by considering K as a subcomplex of
the full multisimplex ∆m � xp8, . . . ,8qy. Moreover, since all the
maps induced by XK are the natural cellular inclusions, the colimit
reduces by Remark III.2.3, to the union of topological spaces

DJpKq �
¤
σPK

XKpσq

61
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and the Davis–Januszkiewicz space of K inherits a cellular structure
with cells in one-to-one correspondence with finite (i.e. with no co-
ordinate equal to 8) simplices of K.

As soon as a multicomplex K contains a non-finite multisimplex,
i.e. one having 8 as one of the coordinates, the category CATpKq be-
comes infinite. We would like to work over a finite category instead,
mainly to be able to use induction arguments, as in the proof of The-
orem V.1.6. Luckily enough it is possible to do so by restricting our
attention to the full subcategory CATpLpKqq whose objects are the
simplices in the intersection poset of K. In the following lemma we
describe what happens if we restrict the functor XK to CATpLpKqq.
Denote such restriction XK|CATpLpKqq by XLpKq.

PROPOSITION V.1.3. The Davis–Januszkiewicz space of K is deter-
mined by the intersection poset LpKq, i.e. colim XK � colim XLpKq.

PROOF. We show that the topological space on the right hand
side of the above equality satisfies the universal property of the col-
imit on the left hand side. This gives automatically the required
homeomorphism by uniqueness of colimits.

We start by indicating the maps from the spaces XKpσq to the col-
imit over the intersection poset colim XLpKq. By Lemma I.1.12, for
each multisimplex σ of K there is a unique element ipσq of LpKq sat-
isfying σ ¤ ipσq which is minimal with respect to such inequality.
On one hand, the existence of ipσq gives by functoriality a morphism
XKpσq ãÑ XKpipσqq � XLpKqpipσqq which, composed with the natural
morphism XLpKqpipσqq Ñ colim XLpKq, produces the required mor-
phism

XKpσq
fσ
ÝÑ colim XLpKq.

On the other hand, the minimality condition implies that every map
from XKpσq to some other space Z, compatible with the colimit maps
XKpσq Ñ colim XK, factors through colim XLpKq. Finally, the unique-
ness of such ipσq guarantees that the factorization is unique, thus con-
cluding the proof. �

REMARK V.1.4. In the case when K corresponds to a regular sim-
plicial complex (see Remark I.1.6), the maximal multisimplices of K
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contain only zeros and 8’s and therefore so do all of their intersec-
tions. This means that only points � and CP8’s appear as factors in
the spaces XLpKqpσq, σ P LpKq. In such case DJpKq is the classical
Davis–Januszkiewicz space of the (unique) regular simplicial com-
plex corresponding to K.

Suppose K is a multicomplex admitting a vector j � pj1, . . . , jmq P
Nm of “weights” such that each maximal multisimplex σ has for each
i either σi � ji or σi � 8. We can associate to K a regular simplicial
complex L whose simplices are in one to one correspondence to those
of LpKq. The maximal faces of L are given by Fpµq, as µ varies among
the maximal faces of K, with Fpµq � ti P m | µi � 8u. The Davis–
Januszkiewicz space DJpKq associated to the multicomplex K is then
the generalized moment-angle complex ZKpX, Aq of Section III.1 for
pX, Aq � ppCP8, CPj1q, . . . , pCP8, CPjmqq.

We now move to description of the cohomological properties of
Davis–Januszkiewicz spaces of multicomplexes. We noted in Re-
mark V.1.2 that the space DJpKq sits naturally in the m-fold prod-
uct BTm � CP8 � . . . � CP8. The cohomology ring of BTm with
coefficients in a commutative ring with unity k is a polynomial ring
krv1, . . . , vms on m variables of degree 2.

In analogy with the case of regular simplicial complexes, the fol-
lowing lemma expresses the Davis–Januszkiewicz space of a union
of two multicomplexes as a certain pushout. This makes it possible
to use Mayer-Vietoris arguments for the cohomology of those spaces.

LEMMA V.1.5. If a multicomplex K can be written as a union of two
subcomplexes K1 and K2, then DJpKq sits in the following pushout dia-
gram

DJpK1 XK2q //

��

DJpK2q

��
DJpK1q // DJpKq

where the maps originating from the top left corner are the natural inclu-
sions. Moreover, the above diagram is also a homotopy pushout.

PROOF. As DJpK1q and DJpK2q are disjoint outside DJpK1 XK2q
and the maps are the natural inclusions, the pushout is given by the
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union, but then

DJpK1q Y DJpK2q �

� ¤
σPK1

XK1
pσq

�
Y

� ¤
σPK2

XK2
pσq

�
�

¤
σPK

XKpσq,

because for K � K1 YK2 the functor XK satisfies XKpσq � XK1
pσq for

any σ P K1 and XKpσq � XK2
pσq for any σ P K2. This concludes the

proof of the first statement, since the last term in the previous equa-
tion is exactly DJpKq. As all maps are inclusions of CW-complexes,
they are cofibrations and therefore the pushout is also a homotopy
pushout. �

THEOREM V.1.6. Le k be a commutative ring with unity k and K be
an arbitrary multicomplex on rms. The cohomology ring H�pDJpKq; kq
with coefficients in k is isomorphic, as a ring, to the Stanley-Reisner ring
of K and the inclusion i : DJpKq ãÑ BTm induces the canonical projection
krx1, . . . , xms� krx1, . . . , xms{IK.

PROOF. As noted in Remark V.1.2, the cells of DJpKq are in one-
to-one correspondence with the finite simplices of K. As there are
no odd-dimensional cells, it is clear that additively H�pDJpKq; kq �
krx1, . . . , xms{IK, where xi is the cohomology class corresponding to
the 2-cell of the i-th coordinate CP8 in BTm and a finite multisimplex
σ � pσ1, . . . , σmq corresponds to the cohomology class given by xσ �
xσ1 � � � xσm .

We now show that the inclusion i : DJpKq ãÑ BTm induces the
canonical projection. By Proposition V.1.3, we can take DJpKq to be
colim XLpKq and proceed by induction on the number of elements of
LpKq.

The “smallest” possible LpKq consists only of one multisimplex
σ � pσ1, . . . , σmq. The colimit DJpKq is given by XKppσ1, . . . , σmqq,
which is just the product CPσ1 � � � � � CPσm of complex projective
spaces. In this case the conclusion is clear.

Suppose now that LpKq has a number of simplices greater than
zero. Let µ be any maximal multisimplex of K and consider the two
subcomplexes ∆µ and Kzµ of K generated respectively by µ and by
all the other maximal multisimplices. Denote by L1 and L2 the sub-
posets of LpKq corresponding respectively to the intersection posets
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of ∆µ and Kzµ. As they are generated by a strictly smaller number
of maximal multisimplices of K, the induction hypothesis can be ap-
plied. Note that L1 really consists of just one multisimplex, that is
µ.

For the sake of simplicity, write H�pYq for the cohomology with k-
coefficients of any space Y and R for the polynomial ring krv1, . . . , vms.
Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in cohomology associated to the
pushout diagram of Lemma V.1.5 and noting that KzµX∆µ � Bµ and
KzµY ∆µ � K, we get a short exact sequence (of graded k-modules)

0 Ñ H�pDJpKqq Ñ H�pDJpKzµqq ` H�pDJp∆µqq Ñ

Ñ H�pDJpBµqq Ñ 0.

Let iK, resp. iKzµ, i∆µ, iBµ be the inclusion of DJpKq, resp. DJpKzµq,
DJp∆µq, DJpBµq, into BTm. Applying the induction hypothesis we
get a commutative diagram of k-modules

H�pDJpKqq // H�pDJpKzµqq ` H�pDJp∆µqq // H�pDJpBµqq

R

i�K

OO

// R` R

i�Kzµ
`i�∆µ

OO

// R

i�Bµ

OO

ker i�K //

OO

IK ` I∆µ

OO

// IBµ

OO

where the first map in the second row is the diagonal sending a poly-
nomial h P R to ph, hq P R ` R and the second map is the difference
sending p f , gq to f � g.

Since all the rows and are exact and the last two columns are exact
by inductive hypothesis, by the Nine Lemma also the first column is
exact. Moreover, the last row in the diagram identifies ker i�K with
IK X I∆µ. Since IK X I∆µ � IK by Lemma I.1.15, we have identified
additively the cohomology of DJpKq with the quotient of R by IpKq,
i.e. Stanley-Reisner ring of K.

The only thing left to describe is the multiplicative structure. To
this extent, let xτ and xσ be the respective cohomology classes cor-
responding to the finite simplices τ and σ. Since the induced map
i� : H�pBTmq Ñ H�pDJpKqq is just the canonical projection from the
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polynomial ring R to its quotient ring R{IK, naturality of the cup
product reduces the computation of xτ

! xσ to the product of the co-
homology classes in H�pBTmq corresponding to the same simplices.
It follows that xτ

! xσ � xτ�σ, thus showing that the additive iso-
morphism found above is also multiplicative. �

V.2. Davis–Januszkiewicz spaces as homotopy fibers

In this section we investigate the relation between the Davis–
Januszkiewicz space of a multicomplex and that of its polarization.

In the proof of Theorem V.2.3 we make use of the following lemma,
which is an easy consequence of Mather’s Second Cube Theorem
([29, Theorem 25], see also [23, §5]).

LEMMA V.2.1. For any commutative diagram of the form

A

��

// B

��

��

C //

''

D

��
X

with the square A-B-C-D a homotopy pushout, the homotopy fibers fit in a
homotopy pushout diagram

FA

��

// FB

��
FC // FD

where FA, FB, FC, FD denote the homotopy fibers of the maps respectively
from A, B, C, D to X.

We move on to the description of the Davis–Januszkiewicz space
as a certain homotopy fiber. To do so, we need to consider an H-
space structure on CP8. A good reference for the material in the
following paragraph is, for example, [26], in particular Part II.

Since the infinite complex projective space CP8 is a KpZ, 2q space,
for any CW-complex X there is a natural isomorphism η : H2pX; Zq Ñ
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rX, CP8s from the second cohomology group of X to the group of
homotopy classes of maps X Ñ CP8. Identifying KpZ�Z, 2q with
CP8 �CP8 there is a multiplication map µ : CP8 �CP8 Ñ CP8

which makes CP8 into an H-group in such a way that addition in
H2pX; Zq corresponds to the multiplication µ under the isomorphism
η. This multiplication is unique up to homotopy, but it is not needed
for what follows. Here by H-group we mean an H-space with a ho-
motopy associative and homotopy commutative multiplication and
a homotopy inverse. We write µpt, uq � t � u for the product of two
elements under this multiplication of CP8 and t�1 for the image of
an element t under the homotopy inverse.

Let K be a fixed multicomplex on m vertices with ν-vector νpKq �
pν1, . . . , νmq. If we fix an arbitrary vector v � pv1, . . . , vmq with vi ¥

νi � 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ m, then the v-polarization K
pol
v is a well defined

multicomplex on |v| vertices. Let x11 � x12, x12 � x13, . . . , x1v1�1 �
x1v1 , . . . , xn1 � xn2, . . . , xnvn�1 � xnvn be the regular sequence gener-
ating the ideal L of Section I.2. The number of linear forms in the
sequence is given by

°m
i�1pvi � 1q � |v| �m.

Think of the |v|-fold product pCP8q|v| as indexed by pairs pi, jq,
where 1 ¤ i ¤ m and 1 ¤ j ¤ i and the p|v| � mq-fold product
pCP8q|v|�m as indexed by pairs pr, sq, where 1 ¤ r ¤ m and 1 ¤ s ¤
vr � 1. Define a map ϕv from pCP8q|v| Ñ pCP8q|v|�m coordinatewise
as ϕvptqpr,sq � tpr,sq � t�1

pr,s�1q, where the operation � is the multiplica-

tion described above. The Davis–Januszkiewicz space DJpKpol
v q of

the v-polarization of K sits naturally inside pCP8q|v|, so by composi-
tion we have a map

(41) ψv : DJpKpol
v q

ι
ãÑ pCP8q|v|

ϕv
ÝÑ pCP8q|v|�m.

When v � ν � 1 � pν1 � 1, . . . , νm � 1q, that is when K
pol
v � Kpol is

the polarization of K, we denote the corresponding map simply by
ψ : DJpKpolq

ι
ãÑ pCP8q|ν|�m ϕν�1

ÝÝÝÑ pCP8q|ν|.

LEMMA V.2.2. Let K a multicomplex with ν-vector νpKq � ν and let
v be a vector with vi ¥ νi � 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ m. The following statements
hold.
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(1) There is a homeomorphism DJpKpol
v q � DJpKpolq � pCP8q|v|�|ν|�m.

(2) There is a homotopy equivalence of homotopy fibers hofibpψvq � hofibpψq.

PROOF. By Remark I.2.7 each multisimplex σv in the intersec-
tion poset LpKpol

v q is obtained from a multisimplex σ P LpKpolq by
adding |v| � |ν| � m coordinates all equal to 8. This means that

for a multisimplex σ of K
pol
v we have XLpK

pol
v qpσvq � XLpK

polqpσq �

pCP8q|v|�|ν|�m. Since colimits of CW-complexes commute with prod-

ucts and DJpKpol
v q � colim XLpK

pol
v q, the first statement holds.

For the second statement, let p1 : pCP8q|v| Ñ pCP8q|ν|�m the
projection which is the identity on the coordinates pi, jq with j ¤ νi
and maps everything else to the base point and similarly let p2 :
pCP8q|v|�m Ñ pCP8q|ν| be the projection which is the identity on
the coordinates pi, jq with j ¤ νi � 1 and maps everything else to the
base point. By the first statement in the lemma, the restriction pp1 of p1

to DJpKpol
v q � DJpKpolq � pCP8q|v|�|ν|�m is the identity on DJpKpolq

and maps everything else to the basepoint, hence it is a trivial fibra-
tion with fiber pCP8q|v|�|ν|�m. Similarly, p2 is a trivial fibration again
with fiber pCP8q|v|�|ν|�m. By definition of the map ψv, the following
diagram commutes on the nose:

DJpKpol
v q

ψv //

xp1
��

pCP8q|v|�m

p2
��

DJpKpolq
ψ
// pCP8q|ν|

Since the induced map between the fibers of pp1 and p2 is just the iden-
tity of pCP8q|v|�|ν|�m, the homotopy fibers hofibpψq and hofibpψvq
are homotopy equivalent by [39, Prop. 7.6.1]. �

We are now ready to prove the second main result of this paper.

THEOREM V.2.3. Let K be a multicomplex on m vertices with ν-vector
νpKq. With notation as above, if v � pv1 . . . , vmq is such that vi ¥ νpKqi �

1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ m, then DJpKq is the homotopy fiber of ψv : DJpKpol
v q Ñ

pCP8q|v|�m.
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PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem V.1.6, by applying Proposi-
tion V.1.3 we can use induction on the number of simplices of the
intersection poset LpKq. Moreover, by Lemma V.2.2 we can restrict
without loss of generality to the case when v � ν�1 � pν1�1, . . . , νm�

1q, that is when K
pol
v � Kpol is the polarization of K.

Suppose that LpKq has only one element, i.e. that K has only
one maximal multisimplex σ � pσ1, . . . , σmq, so that K � ∆σ. Then
DJpKq � XKpσq � CPσ1 � � � � �CPσm . The polarized multicomplex
Kpol corresponds by Remark I.2.3 to a regular simplicial complex L.
If σ is finite, L is dual to the boundary of the product of simplices
∆σ1 �� � ��∆σm , viewed as a polytope. In this case, the map ϕ of (41) is
induced by the canonical characteristic function of CPσ1 �� � ��CPσm

as a quasitoric manifold (see [9]) over the above product of simplices.
This expresses at once DJpKq as the homotopy fiber of ψ, because
for any quasitoric 2n-manifold MP over an n-polytope P, the Borel
construction gives a fibration MP Ñ MP �Tn ETn Ñ BTn, where the
total space is homotopy equivalent to the Davis–Januszkiewicz space
DJpKBPq, for KBP the regular simplicial complex dual to the boundary
of P.

If σ is not finite, the map ψ is just a product of the homotopy fi-
bration of the previous case with a trivial fibration (everything maps
to the base point). This takes care of the base step of our induction.

Suppose now K is an arbitrary multicomplex. As in the proof
of V.1.6, we express it as a union K � K1 Y K2, where K1 � ∆µ
and K2 � Kzµ for some maximal multisimplex µ. The intersection
posets of K1 and K2 (and consequently of K1 XK2) contain strictly
less elements than that of K, so we can apply the induction hypoth-
esis to DJpK1q, DJpK2q and DJpK1 XK2q. Let ν � νpKq be the ν-
vector of K. According to Remark I.2.4, Kpol � pK1q

pol
ν�1 Y pK2q

pol
ν�1
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and pK1 X K2q
pol
ν�1 � pK1q

pol
ν�1 X pK2q

pol
ν�1, so by Lemma V.1.5, the fol-

lowing square

DJppK1 XK2qpolq

��

// DJppK2q
pol
ν�1uq

��

DJppK1q
pol
ν�1q

// DJppKqpol
ν�1q

where all the maps are the natural inclusions, is a homotopy pushout.
By definition of the map ψv of (41), the restriction of ψ : DJpKpolq Ñ

pCP8q|ν| to each of the spaces in the above diagram is the respec-
tive ψν�1. All these spaces fit then in a commutative diagram as in
Lemma V.2.1, where X is in this case pCP8q|ν| and the maps are the
corresponding restrictions of of ψ.

It follows that the homotopy fiber of DJpKpolq Ñ pCP8q|ν| is the
homotopy pushout of the fibers, i.e. the homotopy pushout of

DJpK1 XK2q

��

// DJpK2q

DJpK1q

which is nothing but DJpKq, as desired. �

Since the maximal simplices of the polarized multicomplex Kpol

contain only8’s and 0’s in their coordinates, by Remark V.1.4 the cor-
responding Davis–Januszkiewicz space DJpKpolq is a classical Davis–
Januszkiewicz space. In light of this fact and with Theorem V.2.3
in hand we can provide an alternative viewpoint on Theorem V.1.6.
For notation and basic facts about spectral sequences the reader may
wish to consult, for example, [30].

We consider the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the homo-
topy fibration

(42) DJpKq Ñ DJpKpolq
ψ
ÝÑ pCP8q|ν|

given by Theorem V.2.3. Let H�pXq denote the cohomology alge-
bra of a topological space X with coefficients in a fixed field k. The
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Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence associated to a fibration F Ñ E Ñ
B is a spectral sequence of commutative algebras, converging to the
cohomology algebra H�pFq of the fiber, with E2 term given by the
Tor-algebra TorH�pBqpH�pEq; kq.

By construction, the map ψ� : H�ppCP8q|ν|q Ñ H�pDJpKpolqq

sends the |ν| generators of H�ppCP8q|ν|q to the linear forms of (1).
Since those linear forms are a regular sequence, the algebra H�pDJpKpolqq

is free as a module over H�ppCP8q|ν|q. The Tor-algebra then reduces
to a tensor product, so we have

TorH�ppCP8q|ν|qpH
�pDJpKpolqq; kq � H�pDJpKpolqq bH�ppCP8q|ν|q k �

� H�pDJpKpolqq{ψ�pH¡0ppCP8q|ν|qq.

The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence collapses then at the E2 page
and therefore the cohomology of the fiber is given by the above ex-
pression

H�pDJpKqq � H�pDJpKpolqq{ψ�pH¡0ppCP8q|ν|qq,

i.e. by the quotient of the cohomology algebra of DJpKpolq by the
ideal L � ψ�pH¡0ppCP8q|ν|qq generated by the regular sequence (1).

Now, DJpKpolq is a classical Davis–Januszkiewicz space and its
cohomology algebra is, in the notation of Section I.2 the (squarefree)
Stanley-Reisner ring SRpKpolq � Rpol{Ipol

K , given by the quotient of
the polarized ring Rpol by the the polarization Ipol

K of the Stanley-
Reisner ideal of K. Putting everything back together, we have that

H�pDJpKqq � Rpol{pIpol
K � Lq � SRpKq,

which recovers Theorem V.1.6.





Part 3

Further applications





CHAPTER VI

Quasi-toric manifolds and small covers

In this chapter we review the construction of complex and real
quasi-toric manifolds, and investigate their relation to regular covers
of GDJ-spaces. Many important examples of small covers come from
the theory of toric varieties. Indeed, if X is a smooth projective toric
variety, its real part XpRq is always a small cover.

Nonetheless, numerous small covers do not arise in this way. For
instance, a theorem of Delaunay [16, Thm. 3.1] asserts that there is
no smooth, projective, three-dimensional toric variety with real part
homeomorphic to a hyperbolic manifold. On the other hand, every
3-dimensional polytope P with no triangular or quadrangular faces
can be embedded as a right-angled polytope in hyperbolic spaces; it
can be shown that any small cover over P carries then a hyperbolic
structure. By the aforementioned theorem of Delauney, none of such
small covers can be the real part of a smooth, projective toric variety.

A good reference for the material presented here and toric topol-
ogy in general is, in addition to the seminal paper [15] of Davis and
Januszkiewicz, the monograph [9]. As a general reference for the
geometric and combinatorial study of convex polytopes, the reader
may consult [24], [47] and [5].

VI.1. Toric spaces

VI.1.1. Convex polytopes. We start by recalling some definitions
and facts about convex polytopes. An n-dimensional convex polytope
P is the convex hull of a finite set of points, called its vertices, in
the euclidean space Rn. Equivalently, it is the intersection of a finite
number of half-spaces:

P � tx P Rn | xli, xy ¥ �ai, i � 1, . . . , mu,

75
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where li : Rn Ñ R is a linear function and ai P R for each i. A support-
ing hyperplane H is an affine hyperplane intersecting P and for which
P is contained in one of the two closed half-spaces in which H bisects
Rn. A face of P is the intersection of P with one of the supporting hy-
perplanes. Any face is itself a convex polytope. The 0-dimensional
faces are exactly the vertices of P and the faces of dimension n� 1 are
called the facets of P. An n-polytope is called simple if each vertex is
the intersection of precisely n-facets. In particular, this implies that
every k-face is the intersection of precisely n� k facets.

Every simple polytope P determines a dual simplicial complex K �
KBP as follows. Denote by F1, . . . , Fm the facets of P, then K has
t1, . . . , mu � rms as vertex set. Whenever two facets Fi, Fj intersect,
add the 1-simplex ti, ju to K; whenever three facets Fi, Fj, Fk add the
2-simplex ti, j, ku to K, and so on until the vertices. Notice that K is
then of dimension n� 1 and with m vertices.

(A) A prism with a supporting
hyperplane

(B) A bipyramid with triangular base. The
2-faces are distanced to exposed the 1-
skeleton

FIGURE 6. A prism and its dual simplicial complex.

The set of faces of P, including P itself as an improper face, has a
natural poset structure given by inclusion of faces (see also Remark
I.1.10). Since P is simple, the procedure to obtain the dual determines
an inclusion reversing bijection between the face posets of P and K,
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in other words, the combinatorial structure of P is completely equiv-
alent to that of its dual simplicial complex K.

VI.1.2. Quasi-toric manifolds. Following the original approch
of Davis and Januszkiewicz ([15]), we examine both the real and
complex case at once.

Let χ be an n-by-m matrix with coefficients in Z or Z2 and P a
fixed simple n-dimensional polytope with facetes F1, . . . , Fm. Recall
that each vertex of P is then the intersection of precisely n facets. The
matrix χ is characteristic for P if for each vertex v � Fi1 X � � � X Fin
(equivalently, for each maximal simplex ti1, . . . , inu in the dual sim-
plicial complex to P) the determinant, the n-by-n minor given by the
columns i1, . . . , in of χ is unimodular, i.e. it has determinant �1.
When χ is an integral matrix we say that pP, χq is a complex char-
acteristic pair, when χ has entries in Z2 we ssay that pP, χq is a real
characteristic pair.

In the construction of a quasi-toric manifold, if pP, χq is a complex
characteristic pair, we make use of a triple pF, G, Tq, with F � R, G �
Z, T � pS1q, so that Tn is the n-torus. We think of the compact torus
Tn � pS1qn as sitting in Cn. It then inherits a multiplication which
makes it into an abelian topological group. If pP, χq is real, we set the
objects in the triple to be F � R, G � Z2, T � pS0q. As in the complex
case, the real torus pS0qn sits in Cn and inherits a multiplication, which
makes it into an abelian topological group isomorphic to Zn

2 .
Before giving the actual definition, let us introduce a last piece

of notation. Let q be a point in the polytope, then there is a unique
maximal face Fpqq containing it in its (relative) interior. Since P is
simple, if Fpqq is of dimension n � k, then Fpqq � Fj1 X � � � X Fjk , i.e.
it is the intersection of k facets. We denote then by σpqq the pk � 1q-
simplex tj1, . . . , jku in the dual KBP and by Tσpqq the subtorus of Tn

given by the product of the coordinate subtori corresponding to the
indices of σpqq.

If we view the characteristic matrix χ as a map Gm Ñ Gn, the con-
dition on the minors of the matrix χ implies that there is an induced
map χ : Tm Ñ Tn, also denoted by χ, such that the image χpTσpqqq is
a k-dimensional subtorus of Tn, where n� k � dim Fpqq.
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DEFINITION VI.1.1. Let pP, χq be a characteristic pair, with P an
n-dimensional polytope with m facets. With notation as above, the
identification space

MPpχq � Tn � P{ �,

where pt, pq � pu, qq if and only if p � q and t � u�1 P χpTσpqqq, is
called the quasi-toric manifold of pP, χq. It will be called a complex
quasi-toric manifold and denoted by MC

Ppχq in the complex case and
a real quasi-toric manifold and denoted by MR

Ppχq or NPpχq, in the
real case. A real quasi-toric manifold is also known as small cover.

REMARK VI.1.2. If P is n-dimensional, any complex quasi-toric
manifold over P is a compact, connected, orientable manifold of di-
mension 2n and any real quasi-toric manifold over P is a compact,
connected manifold of dimension n, not always orientable.

REMARK VI.1.3. The action of the torus Tn on itself extends to
an action on Tn � P by letting the torus act trivially on P and further
descends to an action on the (real) quasi-toric manifold. The isotropy
subgroups of this action are all subtori of Tn given by products of
coordinate subtori.

REMARK VI.1.4. If a complex toric variety is smooth and pro-
jective, then it is also a quasi-toric manifold in the sense of Defini-
tion VI.1.1. The converse is not true, for example the connected sum
CP27CP2 of two complex projective planes is a quasi-toric manifold
over the square, but it does not admit any complex structure. Since
every smooth algebraic variety admits such a structure, CP27CP2

cannot be a smooth toric variety.

EXAMPLE VI.1.5 (Projective spaces). Let P � ∆n be the n-simplex,
with dual simplicial complex K � B∆n. There is, up to equivari-
ant homeomorphism only one quasi-toric manifold over P: the n-
dimensional complex projective space CPn in the complex case, and
the real projective space RPn in the real case, both determined by the
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n-by-n� 1 characteristic matrix

χ �

����
1 0 . . . . . 0 1
0 1 . . . . . 0 1

...
0 0 . . . . . 1 1

���,

i.e. a block matrix consisting of the identity matrix and a column of
ones. Table 1 represents the construction of the complex projective
line CP1 � S2 and the real projective line RP1 � S1 as quasi-toric
manifolds. The identifications in that case occur only on the points
lying above the boundary of ∆1, i.e. on the two boundary circle in the
complex case and on the two boundary points in the real case. More-
over, in the complex case the orbits of the action of Remark VI.1.3
are present in the picture: they are fixed points on the poles of the
complex sphere and longitudinal circles elsewhere.

P P�T MPpχq

TABLE 1. CP1 and RP1 as quasi-toric manifolds

To conclude this review of toric spaces we list below some rele-
vant homological information about real quasi-toric manifolds.

LEMMA VI.1.6. Let P an n-dimensional polytope with h-vector hpPq �
ph0pPq, . . . , hnpPqq and let N be a small cover over P, then

(1) H0pN; Zq � Z � H0pN; Zq.
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(2) HnpN; Zq � Z � HnpN; Zq if N is orientable or HnpN; Zq �
Z2, HnpN; Zq � 0 is N is non-orientable.

(3) The torsion part of Hn�1pN; Zq is Z2 if N is non-orientable or 0 if N
is orientable.

(4) HipN; Z2q � Z
hipPq
2 � HipN; Z2q.

PROOF. By Remark VI.1.2 any real quasi-toric manifold is com-
pact and connected. The first three statements hold in general for
any compact connected n-manifold, their proofs can be found in any
algebraic topology textbook. The third is slightly less known, but its
proof is in [3, VI.7.13]. The fourth statement is [15, Theorem 3.1]. �

REMARK VI.1.7. Notice that from the last statement it follows,
using Poincaré duality over Z2, that the h-vector satisfies

(43) hpPqi � hpPqn�i

for all 0 ¤ i ¤ n. This is a particular case of the Dehn-Sommervile
equations, and it is an example of how rich the interplay between
the topology of toric spaces and the combinatorics of the underlying
convex objects can be.

VI.1.3. Toric spaces and moment-angle complexes. A different
construction of a quasi-toric manifold starts from the classical or real
moment-angle complex and then factors out a certain action. This
point of view is crucial in identifying real toric varieties with abelian
covers of GDJ-spaces.

Recall then that ZC

K � ZKpD2, S1q is the classical moment-angle
complex and ZR

K � ZKpD1, S0q is the real moment-angle complex of
K.

LEMMA VI.1.8. There are homotopy equivalences

ZC

K � ZKpD2, S1q � ZKpES1, S1q,

ZR

K � ZKpD1, S0q � ZKpES0, S0q.

As a consequence we can denote both of these cases byZKpET; Tq
and just call it moment-angle complex of K.

From now on we assume that K is the dual simplicial complex
K � KBP of a simple polytope P. The moment-angle complex can, in
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this case, also be constructed as an identification space

ZKpET; Tq � Tm � P{ �,

where the relation above is the same as in Definition VI.1.1.
Notice that, as in Remark VI.1.3, the natural action of Tm in itself

induces an action on the moment-angle complex.
Let χ be a matrix, characteristic for P, and denote by kerpχq the

kernel of χ : Gm Ñ Gn. Since χ is characteristic, it is surjective and
its kernel kerpχq is a free subgroup of Gm of rank m � n. Denote by
Hpχq the kernel as a subgroup of Zm

2 in the real case, or the pm� nq-
subtorus of pS1qm determined by exponentiation in the complex case.
The group Hpχq meets all the isotropy subgroups of the action of Tm

trivially, hence it acts freely and we have a principal bundle

(44) Hpχq Ñ ZKpET, Tq Ñ MPpχq.

EXAMPLE VI.1.9 (The Hopf fibration). Let P � ∆1, the 1-somplex.
Then the dual simplicial complex is KBP � B∆1, i.e. a graph with 2
points and no vertices. The corresponding classical moment-angle
complex ZC

K is by Example III.1.4

ZC

K � ZKpD2, S1q � D2 � S1 Y S1 � D2 � S3,

that is, a 3-sphere obtained by joining two solid tori along their com-
mon boundary torus. As we have seen in Example VI.1.5, there is
essentially one quasi-toric manifold over the 1-simplex, the complex
projective line CP1 � S2 given by the characteristic matrix

�
1 �1

�
.

The principal bundle (44) takes the form

S1 Ñ S3 Ñ CP1

and it is easy to check that this is actually the well-known Hopf fibra-
tion. An illustration of this fibering of S3 by circles is given in Figure
7, where one can see one of the two solid tori in the moment-angle
decomposition of S3 directly, and the other in projection, foliating
towards infinity.
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FIGURE 7. The Hopf fibration, here in a beautiful
drawing of Lun-Yi Tsai. Reproduced with permission
of the author.

VI.2. Real quasi-toric manifolds as GDJ-covers

In this section we investigate the relationship between real quasi-
toric manifolds and GDJ-spaces. In this section we identify as topo-
logical groups S0 and Z2. Recall that, for a fixed K, the spaceZKpBGq �
ZKpBZ2q � DJR

K is called the real Davis–Januszkiewicz space associ-
ated to K. We assume that K is the dual simplicial complex to some
simple polytope P.

LEMMA VI.2.1. The real moment-angle complexZR

K is homotopy equiv-
alent to the maximal abelian cover of DJR

K.

PROOF. The map induced by the inclusionZKpEZ2, Z2q ãÑ ZKpBZ2q
is the abelianization map by Corollary IV.1.7. By Lemma VI.1.8 we
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have that ZKpEZ2, Z2q � ZR

K , so the required homotopy equivalence
follows at once. �

THEOREM VI.2.2. Let pP, χq be a real characteristic pair and N �
NPpχq the corresponding real quasi-toric manifold. If K � KBP is the sim-
plicial complex dual to P, then N is, up to homotopy, a regular abelian cover
of the real Davis–Januszkiewicz space DJR

K.

PROOF. Assume K has m vertices and dimension n � 1. Then
χ represents a homomorphism Zm

2 Ñ Zn
2 which is surjective be-

cause χ is characteristic. We know from IV.1.2 that the real Davis–
Januszkiewicz space has fundamental group WK, the right-angled
Coxeter group associated to the 1-skeleton of K. The abelianization
map is ab : WK Ñ Zm

2 . Denote by ν : WK Ñ Zn
2 the composition

ν � χ � ab. We know from [15, 9] that NKpχq is the homotopy fiber

of the inclusion ZKpBZ2q
f
ãÑ BZm

2 , and that the induced map f7 on
fundamental groups is f7 � ν.

The regular Zn
2 -cover p2 : ZKpBZ2q

ν Ñ ZKpBZ2q corresponding
to the epimorphism ν : WK � π1pZKpBZ2qq � Zn

2 is given by the
pullback of the diagram

EZn
2

��
ZKpBZ2q

f
// BZn

2 ,

where the vertical map is the canonical fiber bundle with total space
the universal space of Zn

2 and fiber Zn
2 . Let Fp2 � Zn

2 be the fiber of
p2, and p1 : ZKpBZ2q

ν Ñ EZn
2 the map between the respective cov-

ers. Denote by Fp1 the homotopy fiber of p1; since EZ2 is contractible,
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it follows that ZKpBZ2q
ν � Fp1 . Recalling that NKpχq � Ff , the ho-

motopy fiber of f , we obtain the interlocking diagram of fibrations

Fp2

��

// Zn
2

��
Fp1

//

h
��

ZKpBZ2q
ν

p2
��

p1 // EZn
2

��
NKpχq // ZKpBZ2q

f
// BZn

2 .

By [39, Prop. 7.6.1], the induced map between homotopy fibers, h : Fp1 Ñ
N, is a homotopy equivalence. Putting things together, we conclude
that ZKpBZ2q

ν � NKpχq. �

Knowing that a real quasi-toric manifold is a regular abelian cover
of a GDJ-space, we can apply Theorem IV.2.7 to compute its coho-
mology. In Chapter VII we indeed compute it for some notable real
quasi-toric manifolds. The rest of this section is devoted to translat-
ing the theoretical results of Chapter IV into a more practical recipe.
The reader may wish to skip ahead and consult VI.2.3 before going
through the technical steps described below.

Let N � NPpχq be the small cover associated to a real character-
istic pair pP, χq and let K � KBP be the dual simplicial complex to P.
By Theorem VI.2.2 it is, up to homotopy, the regular abelian cover
of ZKpBZ2q determined by the homomorphism ν : π1pZKpBZ2qq �

WK
ab
ÝÑ Zm

2
χ
ÝÑ Zn

2 . For each q ¥ 0 and algebraically closed field k of
characteristic 0 we then have

(45) HqpNPpχq; kq �
à

ρPHompZn
2 ,k�q

rHq�1pKρ�χ; k�q.

The simplicial complex Kρ�χ is the induced subcomplex of K on the
subset supppρ � χq � rms. In the case of a real quasi-toric manifold,
the supports can be read off the characteristic matrix. To make this
precise we introduce some notation.

If χ is an n-by-m matrix with entries in Z2 (representing a homo-
morphism Zm

2 Ñ Zn
2 ), we denote by χi the i-th row and for a subset
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S of rns we set χS �
°

iPS χi. Moreover, the subset S of rns determines
a character ρS : Zn

2 Ñ k� given by

ρSpyiq �

#
�1 if i P S,
1 otherwise,

where y1, . . . yn are the generators of Zn
2 . Every character of Zn

2 ac-
tually arises this way, so the support S � supppρSq completely char-
acterizes the character. The final step in understanding (45) amounts
then to determining the support of a composition ρ � χ. As we just
discussed, we have ρ � ρS for some S � rns. In this setting we have

(46) supppρS � χq � ti P rms | the i-th entry of χS is non-zero.u

Summarizing, we have the following recipe to compute the k-
homology of the real quasi-toric manifold.

RECIPE VI.2.3. Let NPpχq be the real quasi-toric manifold of a pair
pP, χq, with P a simple n-polytope and χ an n-by-m matrix with entries in
Z2, characteristic for P.

(1) Find K � KBP, the simplicial complex dual to the boundary of P.
(2) Denote by χi the i-th row of χ and write χS �

°
iPS χi for each

subset S of rns � t1, . . . , nu.
(3) Compute for each S � rns the support

supppχSq � tj P rms | the j-th entry of χS is non-zerou.

(4) Find for each S � rns the induced subcomplex Kχ,S of K on the
vertex set supppχSq.

(5) Compute for each S � rns the reduced Simplicial betti numbers

b̃qpKχ,Sq � dimk H̃qpKχ,S;kq, q � 1, . . . , n� 1

(6) The Betti numbers of NPpχq are finally given by

bqpNPpχqq �
¸

S�rns

b̃q�1pKχ,Sq

The above recipe can be directly translated into a practical algo-
rithm to determine the Betti numbers of a real quasi-toric manifold.
This has been done in practice by the author and Alexander I. Suciu
and will be part of a Macaulay2 ([27]) package for computations in
Toric Topology.





CHAPTER VII

Small covers of low dimension

In this chapter we use the techniques developed in the previous
chapters to compute the cohomology of certain important manifolds.

VII.1. Real quasi-toric manifolds of dimension 2 and 3

VII.1.1. Dimension 2. Assume now P is 2-dimensional, i.e. a
polygon Pm with m sides. If m is odd, then the 2-by-m matrix

χodd
m �

�
I2 � � � I2

1
1



,

given by m�1
2 identity blocks and the column

�
1
1

�
, is characteristic

for P. The corresponding real quasi-toric manifold N � NPmpχ
odd
m q is

a connected sum of m � 2 copies of the real projective plane, i.e. N
is a non-orientable surface of genus m� 2. Up to equivariant home-
omorphism, this is the only real quasi-toric manifold over the odd
m-gon.

If m is even, every real quasi-toric manifold is equivariantly home-
morphic to that determined either by the characteristic matrix χev

m,or
or by χev

m,nor. These matrices are given by

χev
m,or �

�
I2 � � � I2

�
,

i.e. m
2 identity blocks, and

χev
m,nor �

�
I2 � � � I2

1 1
0 1



,

i.e. m�2
2 identity blocks and the matrix

�
1 1
0 1

�
. From the topological

point of view, NPmpχ
ev
m,orq is an orientable surface of genus m�2

2 and
NPmpχ

ev
m,norq is a non-orientable surface of genus m� 2.

87
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REMARK VII.1.1. From the discussion above, every closed sur-
face, except for the 2-sphere, is a real quasi-toric manifold.

The following example shows how to apply the methods of Chap-
ter IV, as interpreted at the beginning of this chapter, to recover the
classical results about the cohomology groups of a surface.

EXAMPLE VII.1.2 (The cohomology of a surface). Let Sg an ori-
entable surface of genus g, then Sg � NP2g�2pχ

ev
2g�2,orq. For simplicity

write N � NP2g�2 and χ � χev
2g�2,or. Denote by K the dual to P2g�2,

i.e. a circular graph with 2g � 2 edges. In the notation used above,
m � 2g� 2 and n � 2.

Since there are only 22 � 4 subsets of r2s � t1, 2u, there are at most
4 k-characters of Z2

2 whose supports contribute to the k-cohomology
of Sg, according to (45). The four characters are ρH (the trivial charac-
ter), ρt1u, ρt2u and ρt1,2u. Following (46), the corresponding supports
and the induced subcomplexes on them are:

supppρH � χq � H, KρH�χ � H,
supppρt1u � χq � t1, 3, 5, . . . , 2g� 1u, Kρt1u�χ � t1, 3, 5, . . . , 2g� 1u,
supppρt2u � χq � t2, 4, 6, . . . , 2g� 2u, Kρt2u�χ � t2, 4, 6, . . . , 2g� 2u,
supppρt1,2u � χq � t1, 2, 3, . . . , 2g� 2u, Kρt1,2u�χ � K.

We finally compute the cohomology groups of Sg using (45). In the
following expression we denote by H�pXq the cohomology of X with
coefficients in k.

H0pSgq � rH�1pHq ` rH�1pKρt1u�χq ` rH�1pKρt2u�χq ` rH�1pKq
� k ` 0 ` 0 ` 0 � k,

H1pSgq � rH0pHq ` rH0pKρt1u�χq ` rH0pKρt2u�χq ` rH0pKq

� 0 ` kg ` kg ` 0 � k2g,

H2pSgq � rH1pHq ` rH1pKρt1u�χq ` rH1pKρt2u�χq ` rH1pKq
� 0 ` 0 ` 0 ` k � k.

VII.1.2. Dimension 3. Assume now P is 3-dimensional. Using
(43) and the fact that h1pPq � m � n for every polytope, we see that
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the h-vector of P is given by hpPq � p1, m� n, m� n, 1q, i.e. it is com-
pletely determined only by the number of facets m and the number
of vertices n.

PROPOSITION VII.1.3. Let P be a 3-dimensional polytope and N �
NPpχq any small cover over P with at most 2-torsion in cohomology. If
b � b1pN; Zq, then its integral homology and cohomology groups are given
by the following table.

HipN; Zq HipN; Zq
orientable non-orientable orientable non-orientable

i � 0 Z Z Z Z

i � 1 Zb `Zm�n�b
2 Zb `Zm�n�b

2 Zb Zb

i � 2 Zb Zb�1 `Z2 Zb `Zm�n�b
2 Zb�1 `Zm�n�b

2
i � 3 Z 0 Z Z2

PROOF. We use the following two forms of the Universal Coeffi-
cient Theorem:

(47) HipX; Zq � FHipX; Zq ` THi�1pX; Zq

and

(48) HipX; Z2q � pHipX; Zq bZ2q ` pHi�1pX; Zq �Z2q ,

where FHi and THi are respectively the free and torsion part of Hi
and � is the torsion product of two groups.

The zeroth and third (co)homology groups are given by Lemma
VI.1.6.

Since N has at most 2-torsion, we can decompose the first homol-
ogy group as H1pN; Zq � Zb ` Zt

2. By Lemma VI.1.6 and (48) we
have that

Zm�n
2 � H1pN; Z2q � ppZb `Zt

2q bZ2q ` pZ �Z2q � Zb
2 `Zt

2,

so that t � m � n � b, showing that H1pN; Zq � Zb ` Zm�n�b
2 . By

(47) we then have H1pN; Zq � Zb ` TH0pN; Zq � Zb.
For the second homology group, examine first the case when N

is orientable. Then TH2pN; Zq � 0 by Lemma VI.1.6 and therefore
H2pN; Zq � Zb2 . Using (48) we see that

Zm�n
2 � H2pN; Z2q � pZb2 bZ2q`ppZ

b`Zm�n�b
2 q �Z2q � Z

b2
2 `Zm�n�b

2 ,
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from whence it follows at once that b2 � b. The result for the non-
orientable case is completely analogous. A quick application of (47)
gives finally the result in cohomology. �

REMARK VII.1.4. It is implicit in the proof of the previous propo-
sition the fact that h1pPq � m � n � h2pPq gives an upper bound
for both the first and second cohomology groups of a 3-dimensional
small cover. Furthermore, for a 3-dimensional real quasi-toric mani-
fold, knowledge of the first Betti number determins the whole addi-
tive (co)homological structure.

VII.2. Real quasi-toric manifolds over the dodecahedron

Let P be the regular dodecahedron, with icosahedron as dual sim-
plicial complex K. Both are represented in Figure 8 Since the dodec-
ahedron is a 3-dimensional polytope with no triangular or quadran-
gular faces, it can be realized as a right-angled polytope in hyperbolic
space and thus any small cover NPpχq over P carries a hyperbolic
structure (see [15, Ex. 1.21] and [21]).

There are, up to homeomorphism, precisely 25 distinct small cov-
ers over the dodecahedron. For each of them, a computation with
the Bockstein homomorphisms (recall that the Z2-cohomology ring
is determined explicitly as a Stanley-Reisner ring) shows that all of
them have at most 2-torsion. Then the hypotheses of Proposition
VII.1.3 hold and with knowledge of the first Betti number we can,
by Remark VII.1.4, compute the whole additive structure of N in in-
tegral (co)homology. Notice that, by the same remark, the h-vector
p1, 9, 9, 1q of the dodecahedron gives a theoretical upper bound on
the sequence of Betti numbers.

To compute b1pNPpχq; Zq we apply Theorem IV.2.7. We use the
same list and notation of [21]. A characteristic matrix is specified by

its columns in decimal equivalents, e.g., 4 Ø
�

1
0
0

	
. For example, the

first matrix in the list is��0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

�,
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(B) The icosahedron: the simplicial
complex dual to the dodecahedron
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(C) The 1-skeleton of the icosahedron

FIGURE 8. The dodecahedron and its dual.

which is represented in decimal notation by p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 1, 7, 7, 1, 3, 5q.
The first Betti number of each small cover over the dodecahedron is
listed in the following table.

As we can see from Table 1, even though the theoretical bound for
the first integral Betti number is b1pNPpχq; Z2q � 9, the actual highest
Betti number is 4. As we can see from the histogram of Figure 9, most
small covers over the dodecahedron have either Betti number 1 or 2,
with only one having 0 or 3 and two having Betti number 4.
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TABLE 1. Small covers of the dodecahedron and their
first integral Betti number.

χ b1pNPpχqq χ b1pNPpχqq

p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 1, 7, 7, 1, 3, 5q 2 p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 3, 5, 5, 3, 1, 7q 1
p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 3, 5, 5, 7, 3, 1q 3 p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 7, 1, 1, 3, 7, 5q 2
p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 1, 7, 7, 1, 3, 5q 1 p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 1, 7, 7, 1, 4, 2q 0
p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 3, 5, 5, 2, 6, 1q 2 p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 3, 5, 5, 6, 4, 7q 1
p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 3, 7, 5, 2, 6, 1q 1 p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 3, 7, 5, 5, 3, 1q 2
p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 3, 7, 5, 5, 6, 1q 1 p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 7, 1, 1, 2, 6, 5q 2
p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 7, 1, 5, 6, 3, 4q 1 p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 7, 3, 5, 5, 3, 1q 2
p1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 7, 7, 3, 5, 5, 6, 1q 1 p1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 6, 3, 5, 5, 7, 2, 1q 2
p1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 6, 3, 7, 5, 5, 2, 1q 2 p1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 6, 3, 7, 6, 5, 2, 1q 2
p1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 6, 5, 3, 6, 5, 2, 1q 4 p1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 6, 7, 3, 2, 5, 7, 1q 1
p1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 6, 7, 3, 5, 1, 2, 6q 1 p1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 6, 7, 3, 5, 5, 2, 1q 2
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FIGURE 9. Distribution of the integral Betti numbers of
small covers over the dodecahedron.
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Samenvatting

Gegeneraliseerde Davis-Januszkiewicz ruimtes en hun
toepassingen in de algebra en de topologie

Dit proefschrift stelt twee verschillende generalisaties van Davis-
Januszkiewicz ruimtes (GDJ-ruimtes) voor. Deze generalisaties heb-
ben als doel twee problemen aan te pakken die een verschillende
oorsprong hebben. Eén probleem is in de combinatorische commu-
tatieve algebra, en het andere probleem is in de topologie.

Dit proefschrift is verdeeld in drie delen. In het eerste deel wordt
de basistheorie ontwikkeld die noodzakelijk is voor de latere delen.
Het eerste deel bevat drie hoofdstukken. In hoofdstuk I worden sim-
pliciale multicomplexen geı̈ntroduceerd. Dit zijn combinatorische
objecten die simpliciale complexen generaliseren. Verschillende ei-
genschappen worden behandeld.In het bijzonder laten we zien dat
elk simpliaal multicomplex aanleiding geeft tot een commutatieve
ring. Deze ring bevat de algebraı̈sche eigenschappen van het multi-
complex en het speelt dezelfde rol als Stanley-Reisner ringen doen
in de theorie van de simpliciale complexen. Hoofdstuk II is een
overzicht van de equivariante homotopie- en homologieleer. Een
aantal standaard resultaten die bewezen worden zijn noodzakelijk
voor hoofdstuk IV in de studie van de GDJ-ruimtes. In hoofdstuk
III bekijken we de constructie en de fundamentele eigenschappen
van moment-hoek complexen en diagrammen van ruimtes. Ook hier
worden een aantal fundamentele stellingen bewezen die in hoofd-
stukken IV en V gebruikt worden in de studie van de GDJ-ruimtes.
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Het zwaartepunt van dit proefschrift ligt in het tweede deel. Hier
bevinden zich dan ook de meeste nieuwe resultaten. Dit deel be-
staat uit twee hoofdstukken. In hoofdstuk IV ontwikkelen we de
theorie van GDJ-ruimtes en hun regelmatige overdekkingen. Het
eerst hoofdresultaat van dit proefschrift, stelling IV.2.7, bevindt zich
hier. Stelling IV.2.7 zegt dat de cohomologie van een regelmatige
overdekking van een GDJ-ruimte over een simpliciaal complex K
combinatorisch bepaald is door zekere deelcomplexen van K. De
formule is expliciet: de vertakkingen worden in het derde deel be-
studeerd. In Hoofdstuk V beschouwen we de verbanden tussen de
combinatorische kenmerken van simpliciale complexem en topologi-
sche kenmerken van Davis-Januszkiewicz ruimtes. We laten zien hoe
een Davis-Januszkiewicz ruimte te construeren is uit een simpliciaal
multicomplex. Dit wordt mogelijk gemaakt door een colimiet proce-
dure over een partieel geordende verzameling, de verzameling van
zijvlakken van een simpliciaal complex. De eerste hoofdstelling van
deze hoofdstuk, stelling V.1.6, zegt dat de cohomologiering van een
multicomplex K isomorf is met de Stanley-Reisner ring van K. De
tweede hoofdstelling is stelling V.2.3. Deze stelling zegt dat Davis-
Januskiewicz ruimtes verkregen kunnen worden als homotopieve-
zels van een homotopievezelbundel. De totale ruimte van deze ho-
motopievezelbundel is een klassieke Davis-Januskiewicz ruimte en
de basisruimte is de classificerende ruimte van de torus. Dit is een
topologisch analogon van een bekende algebraı̈sche constructie.

In het derde deel passen we de theorie van GDJ-ruimtes toe op
de studie van torische variëteiten. Dit deel bestaat uit twee hoofd-
stukken. In hoofdstuk VI geven we een overzicht van de torische
topologie en vertalen we de resultaten uit hoofdstuk IV naar dit ka-
der. In het bijzonder bewijzen we dat elke reële torische variëteit
homotoopie-equivalent is met een reguliere overdekking van een GDJ-
ruimte. In hoofdstuk VII houden we ons bezig met reële torische va-
riteiten van lage dimensie. Daartoe gebruiken we de methoden die
in hoofdstuk IV en VI ontwikkeld werden. In het bijzonder bereke-
nen we alle cohomologiegroepen van alle reële torische variëteiten
over de regelmatige dodecaëder.


